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By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
More than half the tickets for the Aretha Franklin
Family Weekend Concert remain unsold, and
organizers say they have been purchased more
slowly than expected.
The tickets have been on sale to parents through
the mail before they were opened to the general
public two weeks ago. Dave Milberg, director of
student life, said a little less than half of the $20
tickets,  slightly less than 4,000, have been sold.
“That’s a little low for now,” Milberg said. “I
expect it to pick up in light of all the radio ads that
are out there.”
Performances are being held on both Oct. 17 and
COLIN LANNING/Staff photographer
Sing it boys
Thaddeus Searcy, a sophomore business law major; Shawn Thompson, a freshman theater and art major; Kaleb Searcy, a
junior speech communication major; and Clarence Searcy, a senior English major, sing and play the piano Thursday
afternoon in the Alumni Lounge in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.  
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Eastern will host its first blood drive of the
year in an attempt to collect 1,200 units of
blood next week.
The blood drive will run from 1 to 7 p.m.
Monday through Wednesday and 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Thursday and Friday in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“There’s always a need for blood,” said
Bryan G. Miller, the faculty sponsor of
Eastern’s blood drive committee. “In general,
the need goes up about 3 percent a year, so
we are always interested in bringing in
experienced blood donors and having them
bring in new blood donors.”
Miller said the blood drive will feature a
new machine, called an apheresis, which
separates whole blood cells and cell platelets.
The new machine works by removing
blood, taking the platelets from it, and then
returning it to the donor. It takes about one or
two hours to use but allows donors to donate
whole blood three days later and avoids the
side effects of normal blood donations, Miller
said.
Appointments are required to use the
machine and can be made by calling Miller at
581-6383 or the American Red Cross at 1-
800-GIVE-LIFE.
On Tuesday, the blood drive will feature a
live radio spot by WMCI-FM where one of
the disc jockeys will donate blood.
The blood that is collected will be used
first at Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center and
then other hospitals that need it, Miller said.
There is a shortage of O negative and type-B
blood, he said.
“It’s used wherever its needed,” Miller
said. “The American Red Cross will make the
blood available locally first to participating
hospitals. Any excess blood supply – they
can quickly export it to areas in need.”
Miller said the blood drive is one of the
two largest in the academic year. 
1,200 units sought next week during blood drive
By MANDY MILCAREK
Staff writer
The Lincoln Log Cabin Historic Site
will host a ground-breaking ceremony on
Saturday at noon to celebrate the start of
construction on the site’s new Visitor’s
Center/Museum.
The ceremony will be the kickoff to the
site’s annual Harvest Frolic and Trades
Fair. The ceremony will take place in the
backyard of the old site’s office near the
Harris Education Center. The purpose of
the new center is to properly orientate
visitors to the Lincoln and Sargent Farms.
The Lincoln Log Cabin is an 86-acre
farmstead that was the last home of
Thomas and Sarah Bush Lincoln,
Abraham Lincoln’s father and stepmother.
It  is located eight miles south of
Charleston.
“The old site of the Visitor’s Center
was built in the late 1930s and was used
as a caretaker’s residence up until 12
years ago,” said Bob Koomer, director of
the site.
“Construction for the new site began
this week and should take about a year to
complete,” Koomer said. “The state’s
appropriation committee approved over
$200,000 for funding for the planning of
the new Visitor Center/Museum.”
The Lincoln Log Cabin Historical Site
will remain open during the construction
over the next year, Koomer said. A
temporary site for the
office/administration area will  be
provided.
The new Visitor Center will consist of a
lobby, restrooms, an exhibit gallery, the
Sargent Art Gallery and a 100-seat
auditorium. Two other floors will hold the
site’s collections, employee offices and
the staging area for the living history
program.
Celebration planned for construction of new Visitor’s Center 
By MANDY MILCAREK
Staff writer
Lincoln Log Cabin State Historic
Site will host its annual Harvest Frolic
and Trades Fair from noon to 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday.
Harvest Frolic activities will take
place at the Lincoln and Sargent farms
on both days.
Events will include 19th-century
cooking, applesauce making, food
drying and preservations,  cider
pressing, quilting, knitting, period
music and story telling.
Hands-on activities such as wheat
threshing,  f lax processing,  wool
felt ing, quilt-block sewing, butter
churning and washtub laundry also can
be seen at the site.
The Trades Fair will feature 19th-
century trades and craftspeople who
will  demonstrate their  wares and
trades. Some items may be purchased.
These activities will be in the west area
of the main parking lot.
Craftspeople will include a tinsmith,
chair  caner,  woodworker,  weaver,
t reenware maker,  lace maker,
blacksmiths,  cooper,  paper cutter,
broom maker, tailor and candle maker.
The frolic and fair will be the last
chance people can purchase tickets for
a quilt that will be given (raffled?)
away on Sunday.
Entertainment will include Elliot
Feltman, an 19th century-style juggler;
Ray Easter,  an old-t ime f iddler;
storyteller Hal Malehorn as Alfred
Balch; appearances by Mister Bones
Festivities planned this weekend
Ticket sales
‘a little low’
for concert
Ground-breaking
ceremony to begin
weekend activities
See TICKETS page 2A
See ACTIVITIES page 2A
Milberg: Three weeks
before Aretha Franklin
show, half of tickets sold
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FRI: “Too Much” 
Walleye Dinner
SAT: 10 oz. Sirloin Burger 
w/ French Fries
$5.95 $4.95
$3.50 Pitchers  TM&
3 4 5 - 4 7 4 3    •    3  W .  L i n c o l n
1-14”
Pizza
with one topping
$699Plus TaxCarryout or Delivery
1-14”
Pizza
with one topping 
plus Crazy bread
and 2 liter Coke
CRAZY 
BREAD
8 warm sticks of freshly baked
bread brushed with garlic and
topped with parmesan cheese.
$100
Sauce
79¢
Get it delivered
same low price.
Get it delivered
same low
price.
Expires:10/31/97
Valid for a limited time at participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
c1997 Little Caesars Enterprises, Inc.
Expires:10/31/97
Valid for a limited time at participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
c1997 Little Caesars Enterprises, Inc.
Expires:10/31/97
Valid for a limited time at participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
c1997 Little Caesars Enterprises, Inc.
$1099
WE’RE OPEN LATE
By JOE SANNER
Staff writer
The Residence Hall Association Thursday
approved its proposed budget for the 1997-98 school
year.
The new budget allows a certain amount for each
RHA expense. The budget’s current balance is
$10,750.
The RHA budgeted $500 for the fall, spring and
executive retreats. The RHA budgeted $4,475 for the
six conferences held throughout the year, and $1,150
will go to committees. The remaining $4,625 will go
to such things as receptions, scholarships and phone
expenses.
In other RHA business, Vice President Haley Pope
made two new proposals to the constitution.
The first proposal suggests that the “Give Me
Something to Do Committee” will “organize and pre-
sent programs and/or campuswide activities decided
upon by the committee.” This includes entertainment
of residents and fund raisers for the RHA or scholar-
ships. The treasurer would be an ex-officio member of
the committee.
The second proposal stated that the Community
Service committee shall “organize at least one service
activity per semester.” It also suggests that they “orga-
nize at least one fund raiser per semester for a desig-
nated charity.”
These proposals and other topics will be addressed
at Sunday’s constitutional meeting in Taylor Hall at 6
p.m. Perry encouraged the assembly to come and
share its ideas at the meeting.
Also, the Glacurh conference was briefly discussed.
Perry announced that all 12 spots for Glacurh dele-
gates were filled. The upcoming Glacurh conference
offers RHA members a chance to share their ideas
with RHA members from other schools. 
The theme for Glacurh will be “Get into the Game.” 
Secretary Jamie Workman announced that the
upcoming retreat will be a roller-skating event. It will
be held Oct. 5.
RHA approves $10,750 budget
Oct. 18, and Milberg said Saturday
has proven to be the most popular
so far.
Milberg said he normally
expects to see a large, early rush
from parents and family members
for the Family Weekend concert,
but has not received as many as
expected this year. He said most of
the sales have come from mail-ins
from parents, even after tickets
were made available to the general
public.
Radio advertising and promo-
tions will be done on Decatur,
Champaign and other local radio
stations. Once all the promotions
kick in, Milberg said he expects
general public sales will increase.
Milberg said he does not know
why ticket sales have been lower
than expected. However, he said he
is hopeful general public sales will
make up for it and possibly allow
the concert to sell out. 
“I think there’s still a really good
chance to see (selling out) with pro-
motions on the stations as well as
what always happens with an event
like this ... (last minute) walk-up
sales,” Milberg said. “That’s not the
preferable way, but it’s nice to
know there’s usually a last minute
TICKETS from page 1A
and Mister Interlocketer; 19th century-style
singers and jokesters; and Lee Slider as Professor
Phenias Phairhead, a world-renowned phrenolo-
gist.
The site’s gift shop also will be open.
In addition to the daytime schedule, a barn
dance featuring the Homesteaders String Band
will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. Saturday. The
evening will include hay rides and candlelight
tours of the Lincoln Log Cabin.
ACTIVITIES from page 1A
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) – Marv
Albert’s attorney said the
sportscaster didn’t want to plead
guilty to assault charges
Thursday, but his case was gutted
by laws that allow surprise wit-
nesses and bar dirt from the
accuser’s past.
“Unfortunately under the rules
in Virginia, much of our evidence
was not allowed,” Roy Black
said. “I think if all our evidence
had been allowed, we would not
be in this position right now.” But
legal experts said there is nothing
unusual about Virginia’s legal
system.
So-called “rape shield laws,”
which limit evidence about the
prior behavior of victims of sexu-
al crimes, are almost universal.
They also said Virginia is not
alone in allowing attorneys call
surprise witnesses.
“That’s very standard evidence
law,” said Earl Dudley, who
teaches law at the University of
Virginia. “It just doesn’t sound to
me like any of the judge’s rulings
are unusual at all.” Circuit Judge
Benjamin N.A. Kendrick blocked
almost all of the damaging evi-
dence Black had against the
woman who accused Albert of
viciously biting her and forcing
her to perform oral sex in a hotel
room Feb. 12.
Black said Kendrick’s rulings
excluded “approximately 85 to 90
percent” of his case, including
claims that the woman had a pat-
tern of threatening past
boyfriends, was a chronic liar and
was mentally unstable. Black also
said he had at least one witness
who would testify the woman
liked to be bitten.
All states except for Maine
have rape shield laws, and Maine
has a similar principle under com-
mon law. The purpose is to make
it possible for victims to come
forward without fear of their
whole pasts being put on trial.
But Harvard Law School profes-
sor Alan Dershowitz said that evi-
dence against the woman should
have been allowed in the Albert
case.
“This was the most outrageous
coercion of a guilty plea I have
seen in many years,” Dershowitz
said.
Attorney: Laws force Marv Albert
to plead guilty to assault charges
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It’s coming...
Monday thru Wednesday
WARBLER 1997
Books are garunteed only through Wednesday. 
After that books are open to all students. 
First come, first serve.
Be the first one in line on Monday.
If you were a full time student last year...
you paid for your book already!
Just come get it!
8-4
monday
wednesday
through
in the l ibrary  quad
If you can’t make it out, call and reserve your book by Wednesday.
581-2812
By SARAH REYNOLDS
Staff writer
The Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday approved a new
honors course after debating the
clarity of its title. 
“This course, PHY 1290C -
Principles of Astronomy, is the
result of several requests from stu-
dents wanting a more rigorous ver-
sion of Descriptive Astronomy,”
said Keith Andrew, associate pro-
fessor of physics.
Questions were raised about this
course and the regular course, PHY
1054 - Descriptive Astronomy. 
Jackie McGrath, CAA student
representative, raised a point about
the confusion of the title,
“Descriptive Astronomy.”
“I found Descriptive
Astronomy’s title to be confusing
and misleading,” McGrath said.
“There was lots of math and I feel
that the title should be changed to
Principles of Astronomy.”
Questions also were made
among CAA members regarding
the likelihood of a student taking
both courses.
“That student will only get credit
for one of those courses, so the
likelihood of someone taking both
courses is very slim,” Andrew said.
CAA summer-member atten-
dance for a quorum and student
representation also was discussed at
the meeting. During the summer,
current CAA members and repre-
sentatives may not be attending the
university, and therefore would not
be able to serve on the board.
“We are in a bind because a quo-
rum is unattainable,” said Mary
Wohlrabe, CAA chair. “We might
want to change it for the summer.
“We need more efficient student
representation for the summer,” she
said. “Currently, a student must
have at least three hours to be on
the committee.”
Solutions such as allowing the
current representatives serve as
long as they stay in the area, or
appointing a substitution were sug-
gested by several  members. 
“If a substitute is needed we just
can’t go into the hallway and grab a
student,” said member Doug Bock.
By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor
The Apportionment Board
Thursday began to discuss
some additional allocations
for fiscal year 1998. 
The AB has  $7,650 for
extra allocations to the five
student fee-funded boards. 
Those boards include AB,
Student  Government ,
Divis ion of  Spor ts  and
Recreat ion,  Dramat ic
Performances and University
Board.
Steve Ziel inski ,  s tudent
vice president for financial
affa i rs ,  a l ready made an
emergency additional alloca-
t ion of  $950 to  the  UB
Homecoming committee. 
The allocation will pay for
six to eight high school bands
to perform during the home-
coming parade. 
The al locat ion also wil l
pay for two judges for a band
competition.
The AB reviewed three
additional allocations from
the Division of Sports and
Recreation.
Much of  the discussion
centered around $2,850 for
600 t-shir ts  for  f i rs t  place
Intramural teams.
AB member Scott Kopecky
said the t-shirts were incen-
t ives  for  s tudents  to  get
involved in intramurals.
AB member Mark Herman
said the money could be used
for other things.
“The $3,000 could be spent
for T-shirts, or $3,000 could
be used to buy (sports) equip-
ment,” Herman said.
Joe Williams, faculty repre-
sentative to the AB, said that
equipment would be open to
all students, but only a few
would get T-shirts.
Mark Ahern,  Student
Senate representative to the
AB, suggested the winning
teams be given the opportuni-
ty to buy the shirts.
Other  Spor ts  and
Recreation additional alloca-
tions included:
■ $300 for an Intramural trap
shoot event. The funds would
purchase targets and shells for
event.
■ $1,250 to replace worn out
boxing equipment purchased
in fall 1991.
By JESSICA SEDGWICK
Staff writer
Members of the Latin Student Organization
and the Association of Childhood Education
International will visit a local grade school to
teach fourth graders about Latin culture.
Each school in the Community Unit 1 School
District of Charleston has picked a different cul-
ture to learn about, and Ashmore Grade School
picked the Latin American culture.
Wendy Guerra, a member of LASO the Latino
Heritage Educational Committee, said LASO and
ACEI were very excited when asked to visit the
grade schoolers.
This will be an excellent opportunity to get the
community involved, said Guerra.
Members of LASO and ACEI will be visiting
the school at 1 p.m. today. 
The fourth graders will learn how to make dif-
ferent crafts that are significant to a specific cul-
ture.
The students will learn the meaning of the craft
and how and why they are used in Latin America.
This will also give them an opportunity to
broaden their artistic horizons, and be able to
bring something home to their families from a
different culture, said Guerra.
LASO and ACEI will be visiting Ashmore
Grade School again Oct. 3 to continue helping
with the school district’s cultural awareness
activities.
LASO members to visit schools
AB discusses extra
allocations for 1998
CAA debates new honors course
An article in Wednesday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News
incorrectly reported Lou Hencken’s title. His title is the vice presi-
dent for student affairs.
The News regrets the error.
I found Descriptive
Astronomy’s title to be
confusing and misleading.”
– Jackie McGrath
CAA student representative
“
Grade school visit part of Latino Heritage Month
Questions raised
about course titles
and credit hours
Correction
uaranteed
fu l-
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“Forget that I remember,And dream that I forget.
–Algernon Charles Swinburne
English poet (1837-1909)
today’s quote
To deny absolute truth is an absolute loss
It happens every year, says Debra Hopgood,coordinator of academic test administration.
A few students put off taking the writing-com-
petency test until the end of their senior year,
and they fail it. Or worse, they forget to sign
up for the test altogether.
Listen to your academic advisers. They tend
to know what they are talking about when they
tell you to sign up early for the writing-compe-
tency test. If you do not
pass it, you cannot offi-
cially graduate Eastern.
On Saturday, 628 stu-
dents will populate the classrooms of Coleman
Hall for the first of two such tests this
semester. Registration for the Nov. 8 test
begins Monday and lasts until Oct. 31. The
university holds two during both the fall and
spring semesters and one in the summer.
You should not procrastinate on this one.
Dig up $18 for the test-operation fee (for test
scoring, paperwork and the hiring of the
administrators for the test) and get it over
with.
A little forgetfulness may leave you without
a degree at the end of your senior year, regard-
less of whether you have completed the course
curriculum.
You may get stuck waiting an extra semester
for the next test date and applying for gradua-
tion again.
The university opens slots for 650 to 665
students for each test and typically nears the
capacity every time, according to Hopgood.
She says she usually gets a rush of sign ups at
the beginning of the registration period and
another onslaught at the last minute. Because
of the paperwork involved, she says, sliding in
after the deadline is not an option.
Consisting of two essays and a multiple
choice section on grammar, punctuation and so
forth, the test is open to any student with at
least 60 credit hours, so most students have
about two years to pass it. 
Taking it as soon as possible is the safest
way, especially for those not exactly proud of
their writing skills, considering that the failure
rate is about 10 percent each time. Don’t let
the writing competency exam be something
you forget about within five minutes of leav-
ing your academic adviser’s office.
Editorial
To the editor:
As I participated in the Family Fun
Fest/Friend for a Day on Sept. 20, I saw
how much preparation it took to have
this event. There were tents, games and
music for all the special Olympians.
This was their day to have fun, and vol-
unteers came from all over to be their
“friends for a day.”
I was really proud to see the compas-
sion of the volunteers until some guy
volunteers thought my special
Olympian was entertaining. They were
very amused that she could not talk and
that she tried to communicate with peo-
ple by shaking their hands. They contin-
uously laughed when she made faces
like a child and taunted her into repeat-
ing them by yelling “hey” at her. 
I do not know who these guys are,
but I would like them to know that she
has a name. Her name is Kelly. She is
mentally handicapped. She cannot help
it that she cannot speak. She reaches out
to people because she wants to be
noticed and loved just like anyone. She
does not know you were laughing at
her, but I do. It makes me see that even
at the Special Olympics, these people
are still victimized and ridiculed.
I would like to suggest that you do
not come back next year. You are not
the type of friend for a day these people
need. Rather, you should pick up
garbage along the highway. It seems
more fitting to your talents.
Sarah Jecks
junior early childhood major
To the editor:
I would like to comment on Sean
Feeney’s letter last week regarding
Michael Jordan’s latest business venture
and his attempt to rationalize that the
mega-sports star “deserves 10 times
more” than he makes! He calls colum-
nist Jason Colet’s opinion “greedy” and
refers further to him as “some moron
from my school.”
Although I think Jordan is probably
the greatest player ever, please don’t tell
me that a real fan doesn’t question the
motives of the star! Honestly, he is not a
“god” as you say he is – he is a person.
Let’s face some real facts here: the
Nike Corp. still uses child labor to make
its goods. What does this (and
Michael’s new business deal) ultimately
say to folks around the world, especially
children? Do you actually think that this
is just “business”?
Famous people can have a con-
science, too. They can “do the right
thing,” as Spike Lee says. Kathie Lee
Gifford did it when she denounced child
labor to make her line of clothing, and
Jordan can do the same! This is a totally
unacceptable practice.
It’s not greedy for me and many oth-
ers to ask Jordan, with all his wealth
and fame, “Have you just sold out?”
It really does bring a tear to my eye
to think that the only way Jordan can
“take his family to the amusement park
is if he rents out the whole place”! Of
course he should be making “10 times
more” money because he “deserves it”
(hmm ... I’ve heard that one before).
And those little foreign kids who toil
night and day to make shoes for Nike –
while actual childhood (being just a
child) slips away – well gosh, they are
all so very lucky to just be alive at the
same time as the great superstars!
M. Joan Collins
Dining Services worker
your turnEven Special Olympicscannot always protect
some from ridicule
With foreign child labor
making Jordan’s shoes,
it’s OK to question him
Man, the other day, I was sit-ting at my desk trying to get
some much-needed studying done,
and I happened to be thinking on
the subject of truth as held by
many in our post-modernistic
society today. 
I was thinking about how many
“great” philosophers are teaching
the supposedly revolutionary idea
of there being no absolute or
unchanging truth in the universe.
I mean, today, people are even
beginning to question the very existence of “truth.” I hear
people say, “Well, how do we know if there really is any
truth at all?”
I’m going to say at the outset that I do not believe that
one can rationally take the side of contending that truth does
not exist. Right now, you’re probably saying, “What do you
mean? How do you have the right to criticize someone
else’s way of looking at truth in the world?”  
Let me clarify myself. I believe that there logically has to
be absolute truth in the universe. In my mind, it is complete-
ly nonsense to believe that everything is simply relative to
whatever one wants truth to be for themselves.
For instance, when I say that absolute truth exists, a per-
son opposing absolute truth would have to say, “Absolute
truth does not exist.”
But let me ask you, students and faculty at Eastern, is the
statement of the opponent of absolute truth considered to be
true?  If there is no truth, then a person against absolute
truth has no argument to stand on; therefore, there has to be
absolute truth. 
To say that there is no absolute or unchanging truth in the
world today is only affirming that there is such a thing as
truth.
With this point settled, one can see how the illogic of not
believing in an unchanging truth in the universe can be
harmful or detrimental to society. 
We all can see the deadly
effects this line of reasoning can
have on people. For example,
with the false view that truth is
simply relative to whatever one
believes, a person could go out
and murder someone and say, “To
me, killing is right.”
Clearly, we can see how erro-
neous the belief in no unchanging
truth can be.  There has to be truth
to use as foundation for our lives,
or on the other hand, anything goes.
Today, people seem to think that only people in the
Western world believe truth is exclusionary and that the
people of the East believe that truth is all-inclusionary. This
was never a fact and it never will be.
There are some foundational beliefs in every religion
(Eastern or Western), which, without exception, exclude
everything other than its way of thinking.  Truth is exclu-
sive. Everyone innately believes in an absolute truth, even
those who consider themselves to be extremely open mind-
ed.
As I said before, if a person makes any type of a state-
ment against truth, he or she is knowingly or unknowingly
proving that truth does indeed exist, because one has to rely
on one’s argument to be true to contradict truth, which in
fact proves truth to be true. 
Hopefully, I didn’t lose any of my readers with this little
discussion.  But, hey, everyone deserves a fair chance to
look at a foundational but little-taught subject such as truth. 
So as you go on your journey through life, just remember
that there is unchanging, exclusionary truths in life, and if
people disagree, just ask them if what they are saying is
true. Unchanging truth IS out there. “Seek, and ye shall find
...” (KJV Luke 11:9).
– Clarence Searcy is a ??????? major.
CLARENCE A. SEARCY IV
Guest columnist
“If there is no
truth, then a
person against
absolute truth
has no argument
to stand on.”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u k a v @ p e n . e i u . e d u
Writing competency
test is needed to get
degree: Don’t forget
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By MICHAEL BLAIR
Staff writer
Eastern’s Percussion Ensemble will perform its
first concert of the year tonight at Dvorak Hall in
the Fine Arts Building.
The concert will begin at 7:30 p.m. and is under
the direction of music professor Johnny Lane.
The concert will include a percussion ensemble,
a mallet ensemble, a world percussion ensemble
and Eastern’s Midwest Funk Factory drumline. 
The ensemble consists of Eastern percussion
majors who will perform a wide variety of percus-
sion instruments, including the xylophone, the
marimba, and various hand percussion and classic
orchestral percussion instruments.
Assistant director Peter Alan Hussey said the
ensembles hope to give the audience something
new.
“We wanted to provide the audience with a good
variety of music,” Hussey said. “Hopefully they
will hear things they have never heard before.”
He said the group is very excited about the con-
cert, and it expects a big turnout.
“We are very much prepared for this concert,”
Hussey said. “Usually, 700 people have packed the
auditorium in the past. I expect no difference for
this concert.”
Admission for the concert is $2 for adults, and
$1 for students, seniors and children. 
The next concert scheduled for this group will
be Nov. 14.
Cartoonists Needed call Chuck @ 581-2812
Dozen Long Stem
Roses
Vased with Greenery
& Bow $29.50
Rose Special
4 o’clock club at 
Lunch Special: Italian Beef with Fries
4 o’clock:  3 for $1Burgers
$3.50
Saturday Nite
Par
ty
wit
h
1.50 Bottles $2 Amaretto’s
Pitchers (Lite, Icehouse, Berry Beer)
...All You Can Eat Breakfast Buffet
7:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
$1.00 off
Buffet includes biscuits & gravy, eggs, bacon, 
pancakes, fruit, sausage, fried potatoes
good for 9-26,9-27 (Sat,Sun)
Wrangler
with coupon
TM
Specials for carry-out 
& delivery
3 4 8 - 5 4 5 4
No coupon necessary just ask!
Large 1
Item pizza
$600
Medium 
1 item pizza
$500
20 inch
Item pizza
$1099
$1 off md
cheesestix 
$2 off lg
cheesestix+tax
+tax +tax
Ask for Dipping Sauce & Spice Packet
or
Biggest Pizza in Town
* *
WEEKEND SPECIALS
THIS WEEKEND AT
MOTHER’S
FRIDAY IS... LADIES NITE (Ladies in Free)
PL
US $1 Bottles, Drafts, Cocktails
SATURDAY:  The BEST Deals in Town!
$125
Bottles
Cocktails
Drafts
Ride the Shuttle to Mom’s
Happy B-day Stud!
Here’s to 1 more year.
Tim, Doug and Jeff
By SCOTT BOEHMER
and TAMMIE LEIGH BROWN
Staff editors
The Charleston Police
Department cracked down last
week on six Charleston residents
on alcohol-related violations.
Patrick M. Koerner, 19, of
2103 12th St., was cited at 2:30
a.m. Sunday at the corner of
Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue
with the purchase/acceptance of
alcohol by a minor, public posses-
sion of alcohol, resisting arrest
and obstructing a peace officer,
police reports stated.
Patrick J. McLaughlin, 20, of
1000 Greek Court, was cited at
12:30 a.m. on Sept. 19 at Stu’s
Surfside, 1405 Fourth St., with
the purchase/acceptance of alco-
hol by a minor, possession of
another’s ID and a minor fre-
quenting a licensed premise,
police reports stated.
Matthew C. Marzec, 20, of
1919 Ninth St., and Scott R. Cop,
18, of 54 Taylor Hall, was cited at
1 a.m. Sunday in the 800 block of
Sixth Street with the
purchase/acceptance of alcohol.
Marzec also was cited with pos-
session of a false ID, police
reports stated.
Suzanne M. Bergeron, 19, of
715 Grant Ave., was cited at
10:22 p.m. Wednesday at her resi-
dence with having a keg without a
permit, disorderly conduct, pos-
session of alcohol by a minor,
purchase/acceptance of alcohol
by a minor and the sale of alcohol
without a permit, police reports
stated.
Gary N. Maulden, 20, of 501
Taylor Hall, was cited at 1:21
a.m. Thursday at Stu’s Surfside,
1405 Fourth St. with battery,
criminal trespass to property, ille-
gal consumption of alcohol by a
minor and disorderly conduct,
police reports stated.
Joseph A. O’Malley, 18, of 468
Carman Hall, was cited at 12:45
a.m. Saturday in the 400 block of
Lincoln Avenue with the pur-
chase/acceptance of alcohol by a
minor and public possession of
alcohol, police reports stated.
Police cite six alcohol violations  
Drums to beat down Dvorak tonight
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“I think I have a little bit
better understanding of the
system, better decision mak-
ing (skills) and the guys are
making the plays,” he said.
The Panthers will play
against the Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagles at 2 p.m.
Saturday in Cookeville, Tenn. 
The travel time and the
cold weather in Tennessee,
Simpson said, will not have
an effect on his game.
“I like playing on the road.
It’s fun that way. The cold
doesn’t bother me, but the
rain does,” he said.
Tennessee Tech is currently second in the OVC
in rush defense as they only give up 98 yards per
game on the ground. 
“They have a very experienced defense. We
can’t afford to have a lot of turnovers,” Simpson
said. “I don’t think they’ve seen an offense like
ours, not to take anything away from them, but I
think we’ll present problems to them.
Simpson said the key to winning against Tech
will be the Panther’s passing game. 
“They’re going to challenge us to beat them by
throwing the ball,” he said. “It’s going to take a
total team effort with good ground control an effi-
cient passing.”
“We’re game-tested and I think we have experi-
ence from last year. It won’t be a huge difference,
but somewhat of one.”
Simpson is the Ohio Valley
Conference’s Offensive Player
of the Week after connecting
on 20-of-31 passes for 264
yards. This season, he has
completed 74 percent of his
passes. Simpson is also second
in the OVC in pass efficiency
with a rating of 142.7.
PANTHER
WATCH
#16 Mike Simpson
Senior 
Quarterback
SIMPSON from page 8A
yards per game while Tech is second with 186
yards per game.
Together McDavid and Lynch have combined
for 758 of Eastern’s 992 yards on the ground.
“They’re a strong physical team up front and
being able to get two young men in there is an
advantage,” Hennigan said. 
Sophomore tailback Brant Billen leads the
Golden Eagle running attack with 70 yards per
game. Caballero is next with 56. 
Tech may have to rely on these two more, since
the Panthers are only fifth in the OVC in rush
defense, while Eastern has the most efficient pass
defense in the conference. 
Leading that defense is senior linebacker
Thomas Williams with 57 tackles, which is the
most in the OVC.
This weekend at Tech is family weekend and
the possibility of a large Golden Eagle crowd
could play a role in the game.
“That’s one of our challenges, to try to nullify
the crowd,” Spoo said. “But, you do that by play-
ing good football.”
Not only is Eastern looking to come out with a
win, but they will also try to do one other thing –
eliminate penalties, which is something they have
not been able to in the previous games.
“I hope it’s in single digits,” Spoo said. “We’re
working hard to get that corrected.” 
Spoo said the team is ready for whatever the
Golden Eagles throw at them.
“We’ve got a pretty good sampling of what they
do best,” Spoo said. “It’s a challenge for the
defense to try to stop it.”
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HED WEAR
CLOTHING & MUSIC
UPCOMING NEW RELEASES • DELIVERED ONLY ON TUESDAY RELEASE DATES
SCENTED OILS AND INCENSE ALSO AVAILABLE IN MANY VARIETIES
POP/
ROCK
GOSPEL
COUNTRY
RAP
NEW
R&B
ALL NEW CD’s $13.98
10:00 am - 9:00 pm
MONDAY-SUNDAY
ALL NEW TAPES $7.98
FREE DELIVERY
NO SUN-MON DELIVERY
Drivin N Cryin
Fleetwood Mac
Prodigy
Jewel
Drivin N Cryin
Dance
Fat of the Land
Pieces of You
CICH 24921
WAR 4670
WAR 46606
ATL 82700
Aqua
Matchbox 20
Smash Mouth
Jars of Clay
Aquarium
Yrself or Some1 Like U
Fush Yu Mang
Much Afraid
MCA1 11705
ATL 92721
ITSC 90142
JIV 41812
Brotha Lynch Hung
Bob Dylan
RBL Possee
Loverboy
Patti Smith
Verve
Loaded
Time Out of Mind
An Eye for an Eye
Six
Patti Smith
Urban Hymns
PRR 50648
COL 68556
BIBE 92771
BCIR 86220
ARI 18986
VRGN 44913
Common
Patty Loveless
Rolling Stones
Overkill
Luther Vandross
Next
1DayIt’lAllMakeSense
LongStretchoLonsom
Bridges to Babylon
FromUndergrnd&Belo
Vol.2 One Nite w/U
Rated Next
REL 1535
COL 67997
VRGN 44712
BCIR 86219
COL 68220
ARI 18973
God’s Property/Kirk
BlindBoys ofAlabama
God’s Property
Holdin’ On
TSC 90093
H5DB 161311
Bob Carlisle
Canton Spirituals
Butterfly Kisses
Living the Dream Live
VERI 41813
VERI 43021
Brooks & Dunn
Leann Rimes
Greatest Hits Coll.
U Light Up My Life
ARI 18852
CURB 77885
Trisha Yearwood
Leann Rimes
Songbook Coll.of Hits
Early Years-Unch.Mel.
UNAS 70011
CURB 77858
Incense - 10 cents a stick                                               Scented Oils - $8.00 per 1/3 oz Bottle
Master P
Mack 10
Coolio
Notorious BIG
Bone Thugs N Harm
Ghetto D
Based on True Story
My Soul
Life After Death
Art of War
PRR50659
PRR 50675
TOM 1180
ABAD 73011
REL 6340
Busta Rhymes
Puff Daddy
VA Lawhouse Exp.
Mr. Serv-on
Wyclef Jean
When Disaster Strikes
No Way Out
Volume One
Life Insurance
Carnival
ELE 62064
ABAD 73012
SUF 75525
PRR 50717
COL 67974
Mariah Carey
Soulfood
Fiona Apple
Men In Black
Tower of Power
Butterfly
Soundtrack
Tidal
Soundtrack
Rhythm 5 Business
COL 67835
LAF 25041
COL 67439
COL 58169
COL 68002
Jamiroquai
Usher
Jon B.
Joe
Mary J. Blige
Traveling w/o Moving
My Way
Cool Relax
All That I Am
Share My World
COL 67903
LAF 26043
COL 67805
JIV 41603
MCA1 11605
Credit Card Orders
1. Call 217-345-2686
2. Have your credit card # ready
3. Place your order
4. Merchandise delivered FREE
within one day
GOTTA ANOTHER TAPE OR CD
THAT YOU WANT?
WANTTA PAY ANOTHER WAY?
SENDDA CATALOG?
DIAL 217-345-2686
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By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The men’s soccer team will put its 0-3 home
record on the line by hosting Bowling Green at 2
p.m. Sunday at Lakeside Field.
The Bowling Green Falcons are ranked No. 18
coming into the week. They are coming off a 1-0
loss to No. 1 Indiana and a 3-2 overtime win
against the Butler Bulldogs. In addition, Bowling
Green is  ranked second in the Great  Lakes
Region, behind Indiana and ahead of Butler.
“They’re nationally ranked. They’re very
good,” Eastern head coach Tim McClements said.
“They’re solid in every position.
They’re very big. They’re very
fast .  They’re good over the
ball.”
For the season,  Bowling
Green is 4-3-0 while Eastern
enters the game with an 0-8
record.
Last season, Eastern went to
Bowling Green and came away
with a 2-1 overtime loss.
“They were very good last
year,” McClements said. “We
know some of their players. Their goalkeeper is
very good. They’re a big team. 
“That always makes it difficult, playing a team
like that. These guys are rather large.”
Eastern may wish Sunday’s game was at
Bowling Green, as the Falcons are also winless at
home. They are 0-1 after suffering a 1-0 loss to
Dayton.
“These are the type of games you just have to
be mentally prepared for and I think the guys
are,” McClements said. 
“I think that we’ve seen teams that are in their
league. We played Dayton and lost to them 3-2.
Dayton beat Bowling Green.”
On the road, Bowling Green is a perfect 2-0,
beating Southern Alabama 2-0 and Memphis 5-2.
The Falcons are 2-2 when playing at a neutral
site.
Like the Panthers in the Missouri  Valley
Conference, Bowling Green finds itself in a six-
team log jam at second in the Mid-American
Conference.
The Falcon offense is led by senior midfielder
Jason Began and red-shirt freshman forward/mid-
fielder Zac Olsen. Olsen leads the team in goals
with three. Began has one goal and four assists
this year.
Junior goalkeeper Scott Vallow comes into the
weekend’s action with a 1.00 goals-against aver-
age. He has stopped 33-of-40 shots that he has
faced.
Vallow has two shutouts this season.
Running things from the
bench will be last season’s
MAC Coach of the Year, Mel
Mahler.  He has led the
Falcons to marks of 18-4-1
and 16-3-2 in two years as
the team skipper.
McClements said the team
is playing better this year
than last year at the same
time.
“Anytime you’re better, it
helps,” McClements said. “I
believe we’re a better team. Our results just
haven’t shown it. We are into the thick of our
schedule. If we don’t play well now, it could be
critical.
“We’re kind of forced to be prepared. Now it’s
just a matter of raising our game to that level.”
McClements said the team has kept its spirits
up in the face of the lack of wins.
“By and large the guys have hung in there.
When you’re 0-8, it’s very easy to fall apart,” he
said. “These guys haven’t done that. We’re unhap-
py with the results. 
“We’re unhappy with the scores. But the guys
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The women’s soccer team
begins a stretch of three games
in five days when it takes on the
University of Wisconsin-Green
Bay at 4 p.m. today at Lakeside
Field.
Eastern (3-4) is coming off a
3-2 double overtime victory over
Loyola on Wednesday night.
Green Bay has a 1-5 record and
had its first win of the year on
Sunday at Northern Illinois, 3-2
in overtime.
“We played well, we had a lot
of great opportunities and I don’t
think the game
should have
reached over-
time,” junior
Lady Panther
forward Beth
Aussin said.
“Defensively
we played
great and it
really helped
out confi-
dence-wise be-
cause we knew
most of their players and knew
what they were capable of.”
It will be important for the
Lady Panthers to jump out to an
early lead since Green Bay is 0-
4 when trailing at the half.
“It’s a key that we get off to a
good start because we have
never been a comeback team,”
Aussin said. “People say the
most crucial part of the game is
the first 10 minutes in the first
and second half.”
Like the Lady Panthers, the
Phoenix also have played
Loyola, losing to them 3-0 in
Green Bay.
The Phoenix are led by fresh-
man forward Kim Woldt who
has two goals. Another big play-
er for Green Bay is senior mid-
fielder Niki Basile who scored
the game winning goal against
Northern.
The other two goals for Green
Bay are divided up between two
players, with senior forward
Jessica Smith and sophomore
defender Meghan Dames each
finding the back of the net once.
Opponents have outscored the
Phoenix 19-5 so far this season.
The Phoenix goalie, senior
Laura Sandt, has seen a lot of
action this year. She has played
in every game for Green Bay,
has saved 46 shots and has been
scored on 19 times for a goals-
against average of 2.97.
Aussin said just because the
Phoenix have a
1-5 record the
team still
should not be
taken lightly.
“ E v e r y
game is differ-
ent,” she said.
“We have a 3-
4 record and I
think we have
a great team.
Anything can
happen, it
doesn’t matter what their record
is. They don’t have a good
record, but they have a bunch of
good players.”
In the victory over Loyola,
Lady Panther junior backer
Heather Ory scored for the
fourth time this year which
increased her point total to 11.
Aussin said the Loyola game
sets a great example of what
they have to do to beat Green
Bay.
“We have to come out like we
did against Loyola,” she said.
“We want to win, but we also
want to play well as a team.”
The Lady Panthers continue
their three-game stretch on
Sunday when they travel to
Memphis to play the Lady
Tigers. 
Men’s soccer hosts Bowling GreenGreen-Bay, Memphis next
for women’s soccer team
back defeating the Lady
Colonels 3-1 at home and 3-0 at
the OVC Tournament.
Senior middle hit ter Amy
Merron leads the Lady Colonels
with 3.2 kills per game, totalling
118 kills. 
Merron is an All-American
candidate and earned First Team
All-OVC honors for her perfor-
mance last year.
The Lady Colonels have 336
kills on the year, 112 less than
their opponents. 
The Lady Panthers come into
today’s match with 777 kills.
Eastern Kentucky continually
relies on defense and blocking
to carry themselves through the
matches.
“They’ve definitely got a real
strong middle,” Ralston said. 
Eastern Kentucky has 130
team blocks. Merron leads with
30 blocks while sophomore mid-
dle hitter Kelly Smith is close
behind with 27.
The Lady Colonels average
two blocks per game and almost
12 digs per game. 
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Women begin three-game stretch
We have to come
out like we did
against Loyola. We want to
win, but we also want to play
well as a team.”
-Beth Aussin,
junior forward
“
Falcons ranked second
in Great Lakes Region
They’re solid in every
position. They’re very
big. They’re very fast. They’re
good over the ball.”
-Tim McClements,
head soccer coach
“
Buy -  Se l l -  Trade
325 Madison, Charleston  345-3623
Mon.  10-7 pm
Tues.  10-7 pm
Wed.  12-5 pm
Thurs 10-7 pm
Fri.     10-7 pm
Sat.    10-5 pm
Friends
&Co
New!
Friday &Saturday
Cheeseburger  w/ f r ies
ONLY $2.00
5-9pm
Fr iends Burgers
ROCK!
Kitchen Hours
Mon- Thurs 7-11
Fr i-  Sat  5-11
509 Van Buren   348-2380
No. 1
Best Chinese
food in town
1505 18th St.
Charleston
We’re Open:
Delivery 348-5941 
Hong Kong House
Monday 4-8pm
Tues.-Thurs. 11-9pm
Fri.-Sat. 11-10pm
Sunday 11-9pm
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Going on NOW!!
Over 80 employers signed-up to interview
outstanding EIU candidates!
Check out our web site for a list of 
employers & their interview dates
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
Career Services
SSB, Room 13 581-2412
*All candidates who are actively registered with Career Services
are eligible to participate in on-campus interviews.
Advertise.
By DENISE RENFRO
Sports editor
Senior quarterback Mike
Simpson said he plays well and
keeps up his motivation in order
to make his friends and his fami-
ly happy.
“It’s great to see people happy
when we win, like my family and
my roommates,” he said.
However, he said his real
motivation comes from within. 
“(I have) the drive to win. I’m
really competitive and I love to
win,” he said.
Simpson was named Ohio
Valley Conference Player of the
Week for his performance against
Illinois State last weekend in a
game where he completed 20-of-
31 passes for 264 yards and two
touchdowns. His 264 yards
fueled the Panther offense to a
season-high 539 yards total
against the Redbirds.
“It’s more of a reflection on
my teammates,” Simpson said.
In the last three Panther foot-
ball games, Simpson has con-
nected on 74 percent of his pass-
es. Last year he finished with a
66 percent completion percent-
age.
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
Eastern senior quarterback Mike Simpson gets ready for conference opponent Tennessee Tech on
Saturday.  He was named  Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week for his effortt against Illinois State.
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
The Panther football team
heads to Cookeville, Tenn. to
face off against Tennessee Tech
on Saturday, in what will be
Eastern’s second leg of a three
game road trip.
The Golden Eagles come into
the game with a 1-1 record while
the Panthers are on a three-game
winning streak at 3-1. After last
week’s win over Illinois State,
Eastern is coming into the con-
test with a different attitude than
in previous games.
“Last week was beneficial in
many ways,” Panther head coach
Bob Spoo said. “It gave us a shot
in the arm of confidence and self
esteem, it was a true measuring
stick of abilities.”
The Panther defense will be
focused on Golden Eagle senior
quarterback Andre Caballero. 
“Caballero is an excellent ath-
lete,” Spoo said. “He’s a guy that
makes plays. He’ll try to find a
place where you’re vulnerable.”
In the two previous games
Caballero has completed 23-of-
50 passes for 247 yards.
“I don’t think there’s any ques-
tion that he’s the key ingredient,”
Spoo said. 
On Eastern’s side of the ball,
the Panthers will once again
focus on the efforts of senior
quarterback Mike Simpson and
the running duo of sophomore
Jabarey McDavid and junior
Justin Lynch.
For the year, Simpson has con-
nected on 58-of-86 passes for
661 yards, four touchdowns and
two interceptions. 
“Mike does a good job with
the type of offense they run and
he’s a threat to go deep,” Golden
Eagle head coach Mike Hennigan
said. “They have a high percent-
age pass game and a high power
run game.”
McDavid and Lynch are the
ones fueling that high power run
game as the Panther rushing
offense is No. 1 in the Ohio
Valley Conference with 221.3
The Daily Eastern News
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Gridders hope to tarnish
Tech’s Golden Eagle team
Simpson to aid Panther attack against Eagles
By JASON COLET
Staff writer
The Eastern volleyball team
looks to win its second consecu-
tive conference match as the
team hosts Eastern Kentucky at
7 p.m. in Lantz Gym.
The Lady Panthers snapped a
four-match losing streak with a
win over Middle Tennessee
State on Wednesday night. 
“It helped to win,” senior
middle hit ter Lorri  Sommer
said. “(We need to) get these
two this weekend.”
The Lady Panthers, 1-1 in the
Ohio Valley Conference, want
to use the momentum from
Wednesday’s win to bring them
through this weekend’s two
matches.
Senior middle hitter Monica
Shrader leads the Lady Panthers
in blocks per game with 1.29.
She has 47 block assists and 19
solos. She is third on the team
in kills with 120, averaging just
over two kills per game.
Lindsey Celba, a senior out-
side hitter, ranks second in kills
with 123 and first in digs with
181. Her 3.8 digs per game keep
her atop the team.
Kara Harper, a senior setter,
has over 549 sets on the season
– 10.7 sets per game. She leads
the Lady Panthers in service
aces with 20. 
The Lady Colonels enter
today’s match with a 1-8 record,
1-3 in the OVC. 
Despite only having one win,
Ralston said Eastern Kentucky
will not be a pushover.
“They’re usually pretty com-
petitive,” she said. “It’s a must
win situation. They’re strug-
gling right now; you can’t let a
team that’s looking for a win get
one on you.”
Eastern faced the Lady
Colonels three times last year,
winning two out of the three
matches. The Lady Panthers fell
in the first match up 3-2 at East-
ern Kentucky. Eastern bounced
DENISE RENFRO
Sports editor
Lloydene Searle, the fifth candidate for the position of
women’s softball coach said Thursday she would like to
come to Eastern because talented players are already here
and she wants to take the players to another level.
Searle, a Utah native, went through the interview pro-
cesses and met with different coaches and the athletic
department to present herself for the position. 
“I’d classify myself as a defensive coach, but you’ve
got to hit to win,” she said.
“The game has evolved to where you don’t have to be
tall or fast. I like to balance it out with some strong kids
and some quick kids,” she said. “(I look for) not just
power hitting or speed, but a blend.”
One of the reasons she said she would like to come to
Illinois is the level of play of softball in the Midwest.
“Missouri and Illinois have picked (softball) up to
another level. They’re probably farther along than Utah,”
she said.
Searle also said she wants to come to Eastern because
of the quality program here.
“I like the commitment of the athletic department to
academics as well as athletics,” she said. “I want to take
the team to another level, maybe to a championship.”
Searle said she has a lot of Division I experience as she
was the softball coach for the Utah State where she com-
piled a 509-370-2 record in her 17 years with the Aggie
team.
Searle had her 500th coaching victory in 1997. In 1993
she was named NCAA West Region Coach of the Year
and Big West Coach of the Year as her team finished as
the Big West Conference Co-Champs.
Searle would also teach softball classes in addition to
coaching the team.
After the interviewing process with Searle is over, the
search committee will decide if they want to continue to
look for another coach, hire Searle or offer the job to one
of the previously interviewed candidates. 
The search committee is made of Deborah Polca, asso-
ciate athletic director; Ken Baker, physical education
instructor; athletic trainer Cheryl Birkhead and softball
player Mandy White.
Committee looks at fifth candidate for softball coach
Spikers
get set
for match
TC
Eastern   vs.    
Illinois
Site: Tucker Stadium
Cookeville, Tenn.
Time: 2 p.m. CST
Radio: WACF-FM 98.5 
Records: Eastern Illinois 3-1
EIU Shorts:  
■The Panthers are on a three-
game winning streak.
■Eastern beat Tennessee Tech
35-27 in their 1996 meeting.
Tennessee Tech:
■ Tech is coming off a 14-7 win
against Samford last weekend.
■ The Golden Eagle offense is
averaging 320.5 yards per game
while the defense gives up 249.5
yards per game.
Tennessee
Tech
SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Photo editor
Lloydene Searle interviews with the new softball coach
selection committee Thursday.  Searle is the fifth candi-
date for the position.
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It’s witty, hilarious, has 16 arms
and weighs in at more than a ton.
And it’s only 6 years old.
Eastern comedy troupe Hello
Dali is hitting audiences hard in its
sixth year of existence, yet some
students still don’t know of this
infamous gang. But virgin Daliers
will be able to experience the
crazy antics of this improvisational
acting group tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in the Gregg Triad dining service.
Hello Dali is the featured per-
former for this week’s Coffee
Talk, a weekly event providing
entertainment on campus for stu-
dents. 
The group said it’ll be incorpo-
rating some of its “oldies but
goodies” as well as unleashing its
improvisational charm on the
crowd, which obviously evokes
something new at every perfor-
mance.
Coffee Talk is free with a stu-
dent ID and $3 without, and with
that comes the availability of
snacks and non-alcoholic drinks
with a meal card. If attendees
don’t participate in the food-ser-
vice program, food can be pur-
chased with cash.
Hello Dali consists of Maureen
Raftery, Lisa DiGangi, Jennifer
Corrington, Shawn Connors, Eric
Foote, Jason Arnold, Bob Ladewig
and Matt Fear. Unlike many jobs,
this type of work has actually fos-
tered a closer friendship among
the group’s members than they
initially had, Fear said. Of course,
that might be because they see so
much of each other.
With practices twice a week,
ocassional performances and
school classes, this group of
juniors and seniors has no choice
but to like one another. Or hate.
“If you don’t have rehearsals,
trust (among group members) is
not established,” Fear said. “If I
didn’t go, for example, the others
wouldn’t trust me when I got (on
stage). They wouldn’t be comfort-
able with what I was going to do
next out there.”
“Anyone can do (improvisational
comedy), but to do it well takes a lot
of trust and energy,” DiGangi said.
“We all get along well,” she
added. “(The group provides) dif-
ferent personalities, and great
things happen when we mesh
together. Everyone brought in
something new to the group.”
Even though Corrington has
been a Dali staple for a few years,
she said she still gets those vomit-
inducing butterflies every time
she’s about to go on stage.
“I need that,” she said. “It drives
me.”
Something else the group has
learned to tame is its audiences.
Doing live interactive, improvisa-
tional performances leaves a large
window of opportunity for the
unexpected to happen, Fear said.
“Things don’t always work,”
DiGangi said. “But that’s how we
learn.”
“That’s when we do our
‘Quentin Tarantino ending,’” Fear
said. When a skit’s not going as
well as planned, one of the off-
stage members “comes in and
shoots everyone and the scene
ends,” he added.
But most of the time when
such situations arise, the talent of
the group throws itself fullthrot-
tle. And that’s when some of the
best, fresh comedy is produced,
Fear said.
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Crunch Time ••• 
Everyone seems 10 be feelfng ii righl now. It's 
nol even midterm yet. but the worf<load al.classes 
and part·lime Jobs has started Id la,ke its loll. 
You can see 11 ln the glazed-over eyes lhat line 
up lr\ Boolh library every nighL You can see it in 
the slumped bodies !hat drag lhemselves to class 
e11ery mtlrning. It's all around us: everyone is 
affecled by h. Even lhe Men or Advenivre. 
Now don·1 give us any of lhat "What could 
stress·.oul the MOA ... they have the easiest job 
arounr crap. Sure. we just hang·OUI, llave tun and 
write about 11 on a weekly basis. but there is a seri· 
ows side to us as well. • 
You see. ·different people encounter different 
problems during "crunch weeks: For .some, Ifs a 
certain project concerning the evolutlon of ·the 
tomato praot and Its use rn medieval eastern 
Europe, compteta with visual aides. For otllers It Is 
_ jiist a certaln prof~r who assigns a 12· to 1.s-
page thesis pertalnlng to -War and Peace" and itS 
in'ffuences on Jungian archetypes. For the MOA. 
however, It lis not as s]mpte as tl1at. we only wish It 
could tie: We 81'11 bo1h working our (i~ fiVO~ 
ewphemisrn for BUTTS here,) off taciding one of 
1M most di:lflcult subject; on Ille face of the piane1 
them are (we tlllnk). 
• To start off with, we suggest that you take a nice 
little mil!ntght stroll arounl! carnpus. rrs as simple 
as that. Grab !hat special s·omeone (No •.• not 
there! We swear, our readers are so perverted.) 
• and enjoy the night air. 
• II that doesn't seem exciting enough, why not 
play a game? We ie-commend "Find the Ooor Thal 
the BSW (Building Service Worl<er) Accidentally 
Forgot to Lock." It's an easy game to play, and who 
knows where it co1Jld lead to. You never know 
when you are going to find yourself in the tunnels 
that allegedly run underneath most ol the campus. 
• tn our opinion. tile finest wry to get rtd ol stress 
is· to consume a certain malted graJ~-based !>ever· 
age. We feel that H o,ne consumes enough liquor, 
then sooner or later the stress will just seem to go 
away. Of course, the feeling In your fingers and 
teeth will also 00 ~. but wt\at the hell, it's col-
lege. • 
Keep In mind that the MOA do not endorse alco-
holism, they simply practice It. Do as we sa:f, not 
as we do. 
• SEX 
• You mlgh1 want to spend a lovely a11emoon sit· 
•·· ting in the llbrary quad listening to the teaclllngs of 
French. . Eastem's's version C>f the messlah ... Brother Dan. 
Don1 ask us ~Y we took such a difficult class.• The MOA find him spirltually uplifting and on a 
It· could be because the Men of AdVe111ture scoff at scale of 1·10 we give him an 8 ... he's got a nice 
danger when It c!ares tp show its shadow upon our beat. but you can't dance to him. Oh by Ille wry ... 
doorstep. Or 1t could be.the fact lha1 we feel the next time you do see good ol' Dan, ask him about 
need to see'k oul trouble, wherever It may lurk. the cucumber story. 
It also f!l'IY have something .10 do with the !act • It also might be a good thing to take a little 
that a foreign language ls required for oraduaMn. excursion into the heart of the most exciting place 
and ii we illlend 10 one day go in10 the ·real wol1d" in the wol1d: Amlsll·country. While In the land of 
• and not write this c91urn.n tor the .rest of our Jll~ Miish .imagine what tt would be like to have ·~ p'atfleti~ nves-,'we' p~e~ m!Jt~ hadTO'lirfnh~l!allel rv.i cabie ·1~evision. CO-cfayers. :persona~ comput:. 
amfA.uslofil our berets. ers or most Importantly, indoor plumbing. After 
S.P-'l?day. as pan ol our required pubfic seMce thinking abour 1his you will welcome your stress 
(hey. 11 s bener than lhree years In lhe Chucktown back with open arms because hey ii could be a lot 
pen ... andl. besides: they never proved a damn worse. ' ' 
ll'ltng). we have. decided 10 once again. call upon · • Finally, we have lhe method that never fails .•. 
our foun1a1n of useless knowledge and give 10 you. find somebOdy smaller than you are and beat the 
our readers. an abundance ol commas ... we mean living crap out 01 him. 
advice Once again. keep in mind lhat the MOA do not 
It seems lhal when .most ~eople are faced w11h endorse vloll!flce. lhey only practice 11. Oo as we 
such adver.s1ty. lhey either. give up or have emo- say, nol av/e do. 
11onal breakdowns which end wilh bloody MOA Words of Wisdom · 1n lhe word~ of Friedrich 
shoo1ou1s with rhe un1vers11y police The MOA Wilhelm Nietzsche. "Whoever fights monsters 
have a bener idea should see 10 11 lhal m the process he does nol 
Why should you let lhe sys1em g~I you doym? beco(lle a mons1er h1msell • The same could be 
Jusr because you nave tba ~1her al an 'cirn ~ro· said lor studying French jecls due 011 Monday doeso t mean 1ha1 you climb 
up lhe rower ol Old Main and s1an picking olf lhe 
adm1nis1ra11on w11h a 30130 rtlle. We, rhe Men ol 
Adventure. suggest rhese methods ol stress rehel 
We assu1e you. these are regal Well. most o f 
-ieeckol" 
JIUJEDLOW SKI 
assc• e 1e ediu>r 
RACHEALCARR 
(O•lO~ t ""Olf TJM M 1tt1 ot Act<-11'1111"( ~ profu\•O!UI U tlll'tiU 
Pt.r .. ~ do"°' tr)""' .11 "'O'nl No olf~Ul"WU .... ,~""'•tit 
- 1•llf( 01 U1o1 t,Oll,,mn Soeflod ~Mtl'),! pl"a!le Ot l\)tl m.i.! t't) Tht: H "" 
o f AclOTtm. .. • Cor.uct ,...Jt.e Al(e- u <lol!"I'~ riu eo., M M.tn 
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I~ Vi!tge c:lthe \•Jeet~ld 
A Familj~·Affair 
tft1 & U ·iW I Ill 
Guest co/1K11nis/ 
This Is Ille first episode o1 
an orlglnlll continuing drama. In a 
city caHel! Avalon. a· we':llthy and 
powerful famHy, the Choplns, assert 
heavy influence over politics. 
Walter. the unethical and mis-
chievous patriarch, is engaged to 
much younger Muriel. She Is blaci<· 
mailing him with some·lncrfminat· 
Ing papers ' Into the marriage 
because she is a golddigger. DaviQ,' 
his sensitive son, seems to have no 
personal life, but th~t Is only 
because he· Is harbonno a seem -
he's gay. Loren, Walter's estranged 
daughter. Is planning a showdown 
with her father. finally regaining her 
memory ol what~ shadows lur1< 
In her past. Brian Is waiter's lawyer, 
but Is on the up and up, Ignorant ·Of 
Walter's mlsl!eeds. He and Loren 
were set to marry stx years earlier, 
but she ran out on Ille wedding. Sul 
now she's back with a wngeanoel 
And now, "A Family Affalr" .•• 
Loren's plane Is landing an 
Avalon, her home town. She hasn't 
been here In six yeais, not since. -
she'd rather not think about that 
righ1 now. Today, her goal rs to con-
front her father, recently Inducted 
into the senate, with some lnfonna-
tion t!tat could cause a major scan-
dal. As she exlts the plane, a man In 
a trench coat follows closely. 
Waller and his fiancee Muriel 
host their engagement party to a 
room- 1u1~01 the riiQh'-i>ow9reo::a"nil 
crem de la crem of society. Murie! 
poses for the paparazzi as Waltier 
sneers at her lrom across the 
room. In his private thoughts, he 
hates this woman. But he must put 
on a good show for the sake of his 
career. -
David. Walter's son. raises his 
glass tor a toast. Meanwhfle. Loren 
ls surprised at the occasion as she 
pulls up 10 tM estate in a taxi. 
She is now lacmg her b1gg.est 
fears - coming home lo a plate 
wlth only dark and disturbing mem· 
ories. She gets caught at the sec u· 
rity entrance. "Let her In." says a 
famlllar volce. It's Brian Baxter. tile 
man she ditched on her wedding 
7s~~AFTS 
~on?n swanson, crealor 
day! • 
"Whal are y()u doing ·here'Z" she 
asks curtly • 
"I'm Walter's lawyer. Yea.h, I 
finally graduated law school ... • 
She cuts him off. "He's going to 
nHd one after this: sho says 
belore turning away and enterlno 
Ille rtv1no room. 
"What the hell are you doing, 
Daddy?" she Icily 8VOkes. The room 
hushes. David is delighted'to see 
his sislsr. and ~ his anns In an 
embrace. She hurries over to 
waiter. 
Walter Is uneasy. "Darling - how 
a11 you?" 
"Daddy, cut the crap. I need to 
speak to you In prlvat8. • They enter 
Into the den, with Munet at their 
heels. Could It tie possible, Walter 
queries, that She has her memory 
back? Muriel callously Introduces 
herself. 
"Lady, I don't know who you are. 
,but I'm here to wam you jl!ld every-
one else about the kind of monster 
my father really Is." 
Walter suddenly grabs hls chest. 
"Oh my, the pain - gel help." he 
crias pe!Qre collap~ ontlll the .wo.5tMiii1m~rs ;;1b1r· . tilifttinm 
rs weary. One way or the other, the 
truth Is going to come out. Muriel 
runs out Into the party and ea.uses a 
stir. "Waller;s j.ust tiad a heart 
attack,· she screams. The paparazzi 
want pictures. David calmly dials 
91 t . Walter peeks up to see ii his 
plan Is worl<ing. 
"May I have everyone's atten-
tion: Loren announces. "There's 
something I want to say aboul ~." 
But before she can finish. 1hc man 
who followed her lrom the airport 
pulls out a gun. He points H at 
Loren. 
BANG!!! The bullet enters her 
head. Loren screams In pain and 
hits the lloor. 
*1• la••IM& Oupwu• 
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Dripping
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Hello Dali 7:30 p.m. Fri. Sept. 26 Coffee Talk in the Triad 1 swipe of ID or $3 581-2878
Sun Seals 10 p.m. Fri. Sept. 26 Blind Pig (Champaign) $12 in advance (217) 351-7444
Great Crusaders 9:30 p.m. Fri. Sept. 26 Mabel’s (Champaign) $3 (217) 328-5700
King Orange 9:30 p.m. Sat. Sept. 27 Ted’s $3 345-9732
Spread 9:30 p.m. Sat. Sept. 27 Marty’s $3 345-2171
Mighty Pranksters 10 p.m. Sat. Sept. 27 Blind Pig $5 (217) 351-7444
Element w/ Nothing Personal & Sea Bass 9 p.m. Fri.Sept. 26 Ted’s $3 345-9732
Holy Roller 9 p.m. Fri. Sept. 26 Gunner Buc’s Pub N Grub (Mattoon) $2 235-0123
Impalas 9:30 p.m. Fri. Sept. 26 City of New Orleans (Champaign) $3 (217) 359-2489
Trickle Down w/ Drip 10 p.m. Sat. Sept. 27 Ike’s $1 345-4977
Breakfast Movie Cavalcade (fun movies) 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Sat. Sept. 27 The Uptowner & Cellar Free 345-4622
The Blues Deacons 9:30 p.m. Sat. Sept. 27 City of New Orleans $3 (217) 359-2489
Brandon & Ian 6 p.m. Sun. Sept. 28 Gunner Buc’s Free 235-0123
Who When Where Price Phone
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“At Rosie’s during our last show last year, this
drunk guy approached the stage during our act,”
DiGangi laughed. “We were like ‘Uh, what should
we do here?’ Then Eric came up with being a
bouncer and we used the guy in our act.”
One of Hello Dali’s bits, which involves asking
the crowd several emotions to aid the group in
performing their “emotional orchestra,” always
pulls in “unique” requests, Fear said.
“My favorite emotion was ‘dork,’” he laughed.
“Somebody (in the crowd) actually yelled that out.”
“One time some guy told me to do ‘loagie,’”
Corrington said. “I didn’t know how to do loagie
because I didn’t know what it was.”
“You’ve got to learn to be flexible and play off
the crowd,” Corrington said.
“Yeah, we channel what the audience is feeding
us,” DiGangi explained. “If they’re on the floor and
dying, peeing in their pants, then we go with that.
We do more of it.”
Fear conveniently added that the group is avail-
able for workshop and show bookings.
“Workshops are free,” Corrington said. “People
just come and play improv games. We get a pretty
good range (of attendees). Anybody who wants to
have a good time can come.”
Future Hello Dali performances include 10 p.m.
on Oct. 6 in Carman Hall.
Dali from page 1
This weekend marks thereturn of some familiarfaces to the Charlestonmusic scene. The band
Drip, formerly named Seed, will
rock Ike’s at 10 p.m. Saturday
with local band Trickle Down.
Guitarist and vocalist Brent
Byrd, a sophomore sports
medicine major, bassist Anthony
Nees, a freshman undecided
major and drummer Tom Nevill,
a senior percussion major, had
good exposure over the summer
but hope to begin building a local
following at tonight’s show.
During the summer the band
played in Champaign at Chubbies,
at the Uptowner in Charleston
and a few times in Decatur and
Terre Haute. At these shows,
Drip played with Catherine’s
Horse, the Vibe Tribe, Trickle
Down and Purge.
“We opened for a lot of bands
over the summer,” Byrd said. 
“The Decatur gig had a great
crowd, lots of jumping around but
no moshing and beat-up-your-
neighbor kind of stuff,” Nees said. 
“People just got their groove
on,” Nevill said.
“We changed our name from
Seed to Drip because lots of
bands had the name Seed,” Byrd
said.
Along with the name change,
the addition of drummer Tom
Nevill gave the band some new
direction. 
“When Tom joined we changed
a lot of our tunes and brushed up
some old ones,” Byrd said. 
“We’ve played together for five
or six months and we’ve found a
lot of common ground,” Nevill
said.
Unfortunately, Nevill graduates
in the spring, and the band will be
in need of a new drummer.
Drip usually performs all origi-
nal songs, but occasionally will
bust out a cover tune, Byrd said.
“The stuff we play is alterna-
tive, bluesy, sit-on-the-edge-of-
your-seat rock,” Byrd said. “It’s
blues driven rock, heavier than
Pearl Jam and just good, loud bar
music.”
The bandmates definitely come
from varied musical backgrounds.
Neville credits classical and Latin
music as well as bands like Primus
as influences, while Byrd and
Nees find inspiration in bands
ranging from the Stone Roses and
R.E.M. to The Cure.
When the group takes the
stage together, they are unified
around a simple principle. 
“We don’t get to serious about
it, the reason we are playing is to
have fun,” Byrd said. 
“The band gives me a chance
to bash,” Nevill said.
Having recently recorded a six-
song EP that they will have ready
in a few weeks, the guys’ mind-
sets have been centering heavily
on their new release. Now, they
are waiting on the album artwork
and in the meantime will be play-
ing shows and writing more
songs. And they’ve been surveying
current releases with a bit more
attention than usual, too, noting
that they too will be under such
attentive eye when their EP hits
record stores. 
Music released in the past year
brought mixed reviews from the
members. “I really like the new
Tool album,” Nees said. “There is
a lot of crap on MTV today and
even bands in bars have gone
downhill in the past few years,”
Byrd said.
Noting his own experiences,
Byrd said, “People don’t support
local music like they used to, but
we’re hoping that by playing local
shows, we can start a local fol-
lowing.”
For band information, an EP or
a free sticker, contact Brent Byrd
at 348-5179.
It’s festival season again, and the
Paris Honey Bee Festival has already
began. It kicked off Thursday and
will continue throughout the week-
end for three days of food, fun and
entertainment.
The festival began more than 20
years ago when the national presi-
dent of the Beekeepers Associ-
ation got a first issue Honey Bee
stamp. 
Carolyn Brown Hodge, the presi-
dent of the Paris Early Risers
Kiwanis Club, said “this was a big
deal for stamp collectors. Now,
years later, they are still celebrating.”
Each tent, booth or activity
must be in some way related to
our buzzing buddy, the honey bee.  
Activities for the festival, to
mention only a few, will be Prairie
Settler Days at Edgar County
Historical Museum, the Annual Fall
Show at the Bicentennial Art
Center and Museum, a walking
tour which gives festival-goers a
chance to see Paris architecture,
an antique show, craft booths and
a parade organized by the Paris
high school Student Council.
The parade begins at 11 a.m.
Saturday, and will have around 100
floats and such.
Many organizations in the
community are involved in the fes-
tival. 
The Paris Early Risers Kiwanis
Club will be featuring, for the 17th
year in a row, their “A Little
German in Paris” tent on the
south side of the Paris Square
which will be offering German
foods and bands. 
Last year this tent raised $6,000
for community organizations such
as D.A.R.E., Operation Cool, the
American Heart Association,
Project P.A.L., Meals on Wheels
and many others. 
This tent will be offering free
soda and non-alcoholic beer for
designated drivers.
The American Legion will be sell-
ing steak sandwiches. They are
among the many organizations such
as Elks and Eagles clubs and a few
churches, that will be sponsoring
activities.
At the Circle K tent Eastern
students will be serving brats and
other food tonight.
If festival-goers are in the mood
for shopping, there will be an
antique mart, an arts and crafts
show, with handmade crafts and
jewelry and a sidewalk sale from
all of the merchants downtown.
So, as Carol Kelly from the Paris
Chamber of Commerce says, “come
on down, it’ll be a good time.”
Students and other Charleston
residents will be able to have
new CDs and cassettes delivered
to them beginning Friday. What’s
even better is an additional cost
is not tacked on for this service. 
Ed Tack, who graduated from
Eastern in 1995 with a degree in
elementary education and is cur-
rently teaching in Decatur, with
the help of Jon Cloman, 23,
opened Hedwear Clothing and
Music in Charleston today.
Hedwear Clothing and Music
is not a store, but a delivery ser-
vice where anyone can order
CDs, cassettes, incense, oils and
hats and T-shirts with the
Hedwear logo on it at a low
price, said Tack, and have items
delivered in Charleston for free.
Orders will be taken Monday
through Sunday from 10 a.m.
until 9 p.m. by calling 345-2686
and deliveries will be made
Monday through Saturday.
Customers will only have to
wait one day for their product to
be delivered to them unless the
item(s) is ordered on Friday, Tack
said.
The slogan for Hedwear sum-
marizes this new way of buying
CDs, cassettes and clothes:
“Original clothing and music for
unique people.”
“It’s a completely new way of
delivering music,” Tack said.
“I’ve been working two to
three jobs for the past three
years,” Tack said. “I’m tired of
working a second job just for
extra money. I can be my own
boss and this is something there’s
a total need for.
“And I’m beating the competi-
tion by $2,” he added.
The retail price for a CD at
Hedwear will be $13.98 and
$7.98 for a cassette.
Tack’s expectations for the busi-
ness is for it to be an advantage to
Eastern students and Charleston-
area residents for now, but to
spread out throughout Illinois and
hopefully other states too.
Hedwear opens today and cus-
tomers can use credit cards or
certified checks currently to
make orders.
Honey Bee Fest
by christina higby
Staff writer
by lauren kraft
Staff writer
by christian schiavone
Staff writer
The Sundays ended an
almost five-year stretch without
a new album with the release of
“Static and Silence” Tuesday.
The new CD has been well
worth the wait.
The group, made up of vocal-
ists Harriet Wheeler, guitarist
David Gavurin, bassist Paul
Brindley and drummer Patrick
Hannan, continue to provide
the mellow style that character-
ized its first two releases,
“Reading, Writing and
Arithmetic” (1989) and “Blind”
(1992). “Static and Silence” has
a homey atmosphere, which
makes sense as most of the CD
was recorded in a studio in
Wheeler’s and Gavurin’s home.
The CD brings the listener a
look at real l i fe that other
bands attempt but rarely pull
off. This can best be seen in the
last track on the 12-track CD,
“Mono-chrome,” in which
Wheeler recalls seeing the
moon landing in 1969.
The first track,
“Summertime,” speaks of love
found, while the second track,
“Homeward,” looks at love lost.
“Cry,” is another lost-love song
that hits the listener hard and
can almost bring a tear to the
eye.
The entire CD contains the
outstanding musical arrange-
ment that is the band’s hall-
mark. Gavurin’s lead guitar car-
ries most of the songs without
being overpowering. The
rhythm section of Brindley and
Hannan moves so smoothly it’s
almost unnoticeable . The
Sundays added musicians on a
number of tracks. This allowed
writers/producers Gavurin and
Wheeler to experiment more
and to really show off their tal-
ents.
The vocals are turned in
masterfully by Wheeler, who
possesses one of the best voic-
es in the music industry. Ably
shifting tone and tempo, some-
times in mid-verse, she adds to
the ethereal nature of the
band’s music.
If there is a weak spot on this
CD, it’s “Leave This City.” The
change from verse to chorus is
ragged and jumpy. Even so, the
strong performances, especially
those of Brindley and Hannan,
who must contend with the
changes, allow the song to
retain the listener’s attention.
The half-decade it took the
band to release another CD
appears to be well spent, and
“Static and Silence” answers the
prayers of many a fan with a
truly great collection of tunes.
“Static and Silence”
The Sundays
DGC/Geffen Records
★★★★
‘Silence’ breaks
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Enjoyable. That’s the bestword to describe “In &Out,” a smartly written
comedy that explores how a
small town reacts to the news
that an English teacher who is
about to be married to a
woman is actually gay.
The problem, of course, is
that both the teacher and his
family don’t know that small
fact.
As Howard Brackett (Kevin
Kline) and Emily Montgomery
(Joan Cusack) begin finalizing
their wedding plans, they anx-
iously watch the Academy
Awards to see i f  one of
Brackett ’s  former students ,
Cameron Drake (Matt Dillon)
will win the best actor award. 
When Drake does win,
Brackett and Montgomery,
a long with the ent ire smal l
town of Greenleaf, Ind., cele-
brate as he begins his accep-
tance speech. However, the
party is short lived when Drake
dedicates his award to Brackett
on national television and tacks
on an “And he’s gay” comment
to the description of his former
high school teacher.
The movie soon develops
into a witty comedy in which
Howard must convince the
ent ire town, inc luding his
fiancee, that he is not gay. His
parents ,  Bernice and Frank
(played by Debbie Reynolds and
Wil ford Brimley) ,  become
equally nervous as the wedding
day of their son approaches. 
Bernice is obsessed that her
son get married, and the audi-
ence is never really certain why
she’s so infatuated, but this
feeling adds to the fast-paced
plot that races the movie along.
Brimley’s uncertain, but loving
relationship with his son shows
he is perfectly cast as a father
trying desperately to under-
stand his son.
Meanwhile, the tabloid press
swarms to the t iny town of
Greenleaf in order to meet the
gay man influenced Hollywood’s
newest sensat ion,  Cameron
Drake. When Brackett insists
to the press that he is  not
homosexual  and Drake was
wrong about him, the press
smells an even bigger story and
the “Is he or isn’t he?” stories
begin.
Along the way, Brackett is
harassed by a pesky, but likable,
te levis ion tabloid reporter
Peter Mal loy (Tom Sel leck).
Selleck excels at being both
annoying but also caring, as his
character f ina l ly  admits to
Brackett that he also is gay. 
This movie’s strength lies in
the fact that it shows how a
small town might react to the
unexpected news that a well-
known community member is
homosexual. 
We are not meant to laugh
at the individual or the town,
but instead to laugh with them
as they learn a lesson about
acceptance. For example, when
a tabloid reporter asks
Brackett ’s  mai l  carr ier i f
Brackett’s gay, the carrier looks
into the camera and instead
tells everyone to use the full zip
code.
It’s not all light humor, how-
ever. Brackett soon learns that
even his teaching job is on the
line if he does not get married,
because political pressure from
community members has been
put on the principal .  The
uncomfortable principal, por-
trayed wonderful ly  by Bob
Newhart, is the closest thing to
a “bad guy” that we get in the
film.
Perhaps the chief fault of this
film is an inconsistent level of
humor. The majority of the
movie is funny and believable, a
nice combination. 
But toward the end of the
f i lm, the movie suddenly
develops a serious tone that
stalls the comical momentum of
the film. The believability of the
film, something the film relies
on for humor, is sent out the
window.
But despite a somewhat
flawed final few minutes of “In
& Out” succeeds as a comical
movie about a smal l  town
learning acceptance and a man
finding his identity. It is a light-
hearted comedy about a seri-
ous issue. For that, and for a
highly l ikable cast ,  this f i lm
deserves to be seen.
“In & Out”
★★★
by erik walker
Staff writer
by drew granger
Staff writer
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?SO... why not sell yourunwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
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would like to wish 
all Fraternities 
Good Luck   
in our annual
World Series
Alpha Sigma Tau
CHINA 88
1140 LINCOLN   348-1232
WE DELIVER
Daily Lunch 
Buffet
$4.50
Now serving beer & wine
FRI & SAT  5-8 pm $6.95
All You Can Eat
Dinner Buffet 
Now Adding
Crab Legs 
SUNDAY All day Buffet 
11-2  $4.50
2-8  $5.99
Mercury Recording Artists Present:
The Refreshments
with special guests chronic itch
AT TED’S WAREHOUSE ON OCTOBER 28TH
TICKETS $1300 AVAILABLE AT POSITIVELY 4TH STREET RECORDS
••
••
••
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Limited Tickets Available
On the Verge of the Weekend 5bfriday.9.26.1997
Pagl
iai’s
PIZZA
Large Thin Single Item
For the Low Price of
$7.95 plus tax
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends
345-3400
Pagliai’s Pizza
NEED AN HIV TEST?
Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at the Coles County Health Department
835 18th Street in Charleston
Testing also provided at Eastern’s Health Service after hours on Thursdays
Call the Health Department to make an appointment for either testing site
348-0530 / 258-0530
ask for Joyce or Judy
102 W. Lincoln, Suite 2
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
217-348-8368
We buy and
sell Star
Wars, Planet
of the Apes,
& other toys!
Karla’s Komputer
Net Games
Groups up to 4 people
Diablo & Shadow Warrior
Gaming Hours - Saturday 9am - 3pm
Call to schedule an appointment
345-2575
00-
00-
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?SO... why not sell yourunwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!
H I G H  F I D E L I T Y
STEREO
102 north sixth street.charleston ☎345.9732Ted's'at Ted's'at
SATURDAY NIGHTFRIDAY NIGHT
“Nothing Personal”
Playing music by 
“Dave Matthews”,
“Match Box 20”, “Tonic”
& more
special guest Sea Bass
Back By Popular Demand
“King Orange”
Playing “Grateful Dead”
2 Dance Floors - New Games
ICEHOUSE/
Red dog
Well
Drinks
CORONA
BECKS
hooch
Lemon brew
$1.25
$1.75
$1.25
$2.00
Serving Charleston & Easter Illinois University
348-8282
Pizza Pak
3 Large
1 Topping
Papa Pak
1 Large, 1 Topping, 
bread sticks, 
2liter Coke
$1999
expires 10/10/97
$1199
expires 10/10/97
On her fifth CD, Mariah Carey
successfully proves that she is no
longer the quintessential bubble-
gum pop recording artist that she
has been dubbed in the past.
Her newest release, “Butterfly,”
is relatively filled with the essential
number of ballads and pop songs
that made her a rising artist back in
1990.
However, this album should
receive more critical acclaim in
that she truly uses her seven-
octave range without coming
across as annoying and whiny.
The smash hit single “Honey,”
which was produced by Sean
“Puffy” Combs, may very well go
down as one of her best pop
songs.
By collaborating with Combs,
Carey has shown that she can
evolve and change with the newest
craze of blending hip-hop and
more mainstream pop beats.
On the track “Breakdown,”
Carey successfully manages to
cross over and perform a duo with
two members of Bone Thugs N
Harmony. It might seem a bit ludi-
crous for Carey to invite rap
artists to collaborate on a song,
but listen closely and the song
actually works.
In many aspects, the concept of
working with another artist whose
style is much different than your
own can be the key to a successful
recording career. By marketing
herself in this way, Carey branches
out to embrace a wider fan base.
On the song “The Beautiful
Ones,” Mariah and Dru Hill per-
form together on a song penned
by The Artist, or Prince as he was
formerly known. This song works
well because it is sung in a style
that is equated with The Artist.
The title cut “Butterfly” also
may very well be one of the finest
ballads that Carey has ever sung.
Its purpose here is to remind us
that sometimes we have to let
someone we love spread their
wings, while hoping they will
return to us like a butterfly.
The song “Babydoll,” co-written
and produced by Missy Elliot, also
works well on this album in that it
aims to cater to R&B fans. By
working with Elliot, Carey pro-
duces a powerhouse hit that hip-
hop fans can appreciate.
This latest effort is sure to be of
her biggest chart toppers because
it spawned from great songwriting
and producing.
“Butterfly”
Mariah Carey
Columbia Records
★★★
by marquis wilson
Staff writer
Being a student in the ‘90s can
be a fiscal nightmare. Between
paying for the necessary and the
not-so-necessary, college can
really tap mommy and daddy’s
bank account. So, what’s a per-
son to do when their parents
catch on to the fact that their
money’s being spent on beer and
cigarettes?
Get free stuff on the Internet!
Don’t be brainwashed by your
professors ... the Internet is to
be used not only for research
papers. There’s tons of free stuff
out there for the grabbing.
First, there is free software
out there, including thousands of
games.  Many sites, such as
http://www.filepile.com, have
plenty of games to download at
your leisure. Some of the games
take a terribly long time to
download (up to an hour-and-a-
half with my updated computer!),
but it’s well worth the wait. They
are extremely high-quality .. .
about as good as anything you
will find at Best Buy or Circuit
City.
The Catch: These games
labeled “shareware.” That means
that after a certain number of
days, you are obligated to regis-
ter it with the publisher ... and
that costs money.
The Loophole: The
Charleston Police Department is
not going to break down your
door if you keep a piece of
shareware after it expires. If you
don’t want to break the law or
are just really paranoid, then
register.
Companies are just itching to
give you things for free. Anything
from the mundane to the bizarre
can satisfy your need for more
stuff. And let me tell you, there’s
nothing that gets me more excit-
ed than getting a free condom in
the mail.
Two sites that are dedicated
to giving you free stuff are
http://www.taponline.com and
http://www.icemall.com/free/f
ree–sites.html. Here, you will
learn of items that companies
across the country are giving
away.
The Catch: “The man” loves
to get us on their mailing lists so
they can send us a bunch of junk
mail. By sending your name and
address in to receive free prod-
ucts, you are also releasing your
information to a company who
can use it to put you on one (or
several hundred, so it seems)
mailing lists.
The Loophole: Sadly, there
isn’t one. If you release your
personal information, you will
get junk mail. If that doesn’t
appeal to you, I found that send-
ing free tampons to guys on my
dorm floor makes for a good
practical joke.
by joe zukowski
Guest columnist
RUSHED FOR TIME-NEED
HELP WITH YOUR LAUNDRY?
BYRDS LAUNDRY, 10th &
Lincoln does wash & fold laundry
for 55 cents/lb. Attendant on duty
7-3 Mon-Fri. Drop off dry cleaning
service available. Press only ser-
vice.
_______________________9/26
**SPRING BREAK...”TAKE 2**
Organize Small Group! Sell
15...Take 2 Free. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Barbados, Padre. Free Parties,
Eats, Drinks. SunSplash 1-800-
4 2 6 -
7710/www.sunsplashtours.com
______________________10/31
STAFF NEEDED FOR A LARGE
24-HOUR RESIDENTIAL PRO-
GRAM WHICH PROVIDES SER-
VICES to adults and children with
developmental disabil i t ies.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible schedul-
ing also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provid-
ed. Applications may be obtained
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL  61920
E.O.E.
_______________________9/30
PERSONAL ASSISTANT FOR
female w/ MS. 8:30 -10:30 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday. 9-11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 348-6678.
_______________________9/26
DO YOU OWN A IBM LAP TOP
computer, with power point soft-
ware on it. EARN $15 an hour.
Contact Jay 348-6400.
_______________________10/1
FARM ORIENTED WITH CDL
around your schedule & week-
ends. Local. HAZ-MAT & tanker,
A plus. E + E Truck Line, Inc.
345-2677.
_______________________10/6
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information pack-
et. Call 410-347-1475.
_______________________10/3
ADOPTION IS A LIFETIME OF
LOVE. Professor dad & stay- at-
home social worker mom long to
become parents. All the things
you want for your baby- love, ten-
derness, respect, all of life’s pos-
sibilities including college- we
want too. Let’s plan together a
happy & secure future for your
baby. Please call Barbara & Joe
toll free at 1-800-7983 access
code 9655.
_______________________10/6
ADOPTION A loving gift. Scared?
Confused? Let us ease your
fears. We have a wonderful life to
share with your child. Please call
Jackie and Michael anytime, toll
free at (888) 866-9260.
______________________10/22
WATCH LEFT IN MCAFEE GYM
along the wall. Claim in
Registration off ice, South
Basement, room 6.
_______________________9/26
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEED-
ED. Oct-May. Washer/dryer, fur-
nished. $200 a mo. Located on
10th St. 348-5656. Leave a mes-
sage.
_______________________10/2
LEASING FOR FALL 97
McArthur Apartments. 2 bedroom
furnished. 345-2231.
______________________12/15
ROOM FOR RENT in beautiful
furnished house. $195 a month &
utilities. 581-8021 Ask for Sarah.
_______________________10/1
NEED A MALE STUDENT to
lease one half of a 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment- McArthur
Manor. 345-2231.
______________________12/15
RETAIL SPACE AT OLD-
ETOWNE. Excellent, high traffic
location. C21 Wood, 345-4489,
Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________10/3
AVAILABLE NOW & SPRING
SEMESTER Apartments for 1-5
tenants. Good locations, good
prices. Century 21 Wood R.E.
345-4489, Jim Wood, broker.
______________________10/10
MAC LC III Excel, Word, Printer,
Modem, Monitor for $500. 581-
5654.
_______________________9/30
1986 FORD ESCORT 68,000
miles. Good Condition $1,000
neg. 581-8003 Ask for Ben.
_______________________10/1
LOFT ONLY $70 fits Andrews,
Lawson or Pemberton. 348-0615.
_______________________9/26
NOTEBOOK COMPUTER, IBM
CLONE, 4861 50 mhz, 8 mgram,
544hd, upgradable. PCMCIA card
slot. Runs great. $675.00 345-
3400 or 348-8662. Ask for Paul.
_______________________10/3
COUCH $50, rocker $10 345-
2768
_______________________9/26
N64 WITH MARIO 64, 2 con-
trollers. $160. 581-3595.
_______________________9/30
PENTIUM COMPUTER, 24MB
ram, Win 95, modem, monitor,
software. $800, Call Chad at 345-
1224.
_______________________9/26
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIALS: MICHELOB
6NR $3.99 ICEHOUSE 18PK
$6.99, CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED 750ML $8.99 30 PK
SPECIALS: HIGHLIFE, HIGH-
LIFE LT, OLDSTYLE, OLDSTYLE
LT, FOR $10.99. LARGE SELEC-
TION OF KEGS HONEY
BROWN $55.00, ICE HOUSE
$49.00. EASTSIDE PACKAGE
18TH ST. AND JACKSON AVE.
345-5722.
_______________________9/29
$CASH FOR COLLEGE$
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAIL. FROM PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC SECTOR. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY!!! FOR INFO: 1-
800-532-8890
_______________________9/30
ATTENTION: SAVE BIG $$$.
Students get your 1997 merchant
coupon book and save over
$750! Cash now available at
Tokens for a limited time $30!
_______________________9/30
MAKE UP TO $2000 IN ONE
WEEK! MOTIVATED STUDENT
GROUPS (FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES, ETC.) NEEDED
FOR MARKETING PROJECT.
CALL DENNIS AT 1-800-357-
9009.
_______________________10/1
TED’S IS NOW BOOKING
FUNCTIONS. Lots of space,
great prices. Call Courtney Stone
at 581-8210 or Howard Coon at
345-9732 to reserve. Ted’s is the
choice for all your functions.
_______________________10/2
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIALS: MICHELOB
6NR $3.99, ICEHOUSE 18 PK
$6.99, CAPTIAN MORGAN
SPICED 750 ML $8.99. 30 PK
SPECIALS: HIGHLIFE, HIGH-
LIFE LT, OLDSTYLE, OLDSTYLE
LT, FOR $10.99. LARGE SELEC-
TION OF KEGS HONEY
BROWN $55.00, ICEHOUSE
$49.00. EASTSIDE PACKAGE
18TH ST. AND JACKSON AVE.
345-5722.
_______________________9/26
ATTN. GREEK ALL 10 K GOLD
LAVALIERS IN STOCK NOW.
$10 OFF AT TOKENS, WHILE
THEY LAST.
______________________10/15
EVERY THURSDAY IS CLASS
RING DAY AT TOKENS. ORDER
RINGS AND GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS NOW.
______________________10/15
PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES. AVAILABLE FOR
SOCIAL AND GREEK FUNC-
TIONS. 5 MIN. FROM CAMPUS.
AVAILABLE FALL SEM. 97. 348-
1424 CALL MR. ED.
_______________________9/26
NOW BOOKING FUNCTIONS-
CHARLESTON ELKS. 2 bars, 2
floors. 345-2646, ask for Christy.
_______________________9/30
TO THE NEW MEMBERS OF
SIGMA PHI EPSILON: We’d like
to thank you for a great time on
Friday night. We are looking for-
ward to an awesome homecom-
ing. Love, the new members of
Alpha Sigma Tau.
_______________________9/26
CONGRATS NEW MEMBERS
OF ALPHA SIGMA TAU-You gals
are awesome! We love you a
whole heck of a lot! Tau love,
Your actives!
_______________________9/26
LISA YOSHINO, Congrats on
pledging Tri-Sigma! You make a
beautiful New Member SLAM,
Holly
_______________________9/26
JACKIE KELLER OF TRI-SIGMA
you are the best little sis! Keep up
the great work! Sigma Love,
Lauren
_______________________9/26
SARA NONNEMANN OF ALPHA
PHI, Congrats on pledging the
best house on campus. Get ready
for Toga Saturday night! Love,
Kelly.
_______________________9/26
HEY SIGMA NU’S: Good luck
with everything this weekend. Go
Big Dogs! Make us proud, men!
_______________________9/26
DENNISE AND CREW OF
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA your
sisters would like to thank you for
planning a great Barndance. Yee-
Haw
_______________________9/26
LACY HANSEN YOUR A TER-
RIFIC BABY GATOR! Have fun!
Tau love your big sis!
_______________________9/26
THE LADIES OF EPSILON
SIGMA ALPHA would l ike to
thank Travis at Riley Creek
Stables for being the best host!
Barndance was fantastic thanks
to your hardwork!
_______________________9/26
LAURA MOORE OF DELTA
ZETA-Thank you for all your hard
work & dedication. PHC will miss
you!
_______________________9/26
MELANIE DENNIS OF ALPHA
PHI get ready for the weekend!!
Alpha Phi Love, Jamie
_______________________9/26
PIKES: We miss you come visit
us! Love, Shantytown
_______________________4/26
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY BRENT
ANGELO. Hope you have a won-
derful day. Love ya.
_______________________9/26
WORLD SERIES: GOOD LUCK!
_______________________9/26
SHANNON, HAPPY 1 YEAR
ANNIVERSARY I LOVE YOU!
LOVE ALWAYS, RYAN
_______________________9/26
KELS-YOU’RE FINALLY 21! Get
excited for tonight! Happy
Birthday! -Love Noves.
_______________________9/26
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY KELLY!
Love your Sig Kap lil Sis-Julie!
_______________________9/26
WORLD SERIES COACHES
DON’T FORGET YOUR
PEANUTS AND CRACKER
JACKS!
_______________________9/26
JENNIFER UEBLER OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA Congratulations
on finally turning the big 20! One
more year baby. Have fun tomor-
row! Love the girls in #9!
_______________________9/26
VICTORIA MARKLEY OF TRI-
SIGMA: Your sisters are so proud
of you on becoming the new
Student Senate Secretary!
______________________9/26
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM INC Meeting and combat
practice on Sunday at 5 p.m. in McAfee Gym. We welcome all interest-
ed persons curious about how the SCA,Inc. researches and recreates
pre-17th century civilizations. 
STUDENT ACTION TEAM 1st meeting will be Wednesday October 1
at 5 p.m. in the Student Government Office. If you cannot attend, con-
tact Monica at 345-6421.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Monday Night Prayer
“Furnace Room” Monday at 9 p.m. in the Kansas Room-MLK Union.
come join us as we pray for the campus and spend time in praise and
worship.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Sunday worship service at
10:30 a.m. on the corner of 4th and Roosevelt. Loads of fun.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Adopt a park on Saturday at 9
a.m. Meet at Immanuel Lutheran Church across from Tarble. Sunday
morning worship at 8 a.m. and  10:45 a.m. at the Immanuel Lutheran
Church.
WEIU FM 88.9 Rap Show today at 4 p.m. Featuring new music from
Puff Daddy, LL Cool J, and Daz of the Doff Round. Also a major
announcement on the future of the show.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Special Events ITC Event tonight at 8:45
p.m. Meet outside Coleman Hall. If you cannot attend call Suzanne at
581-5671 or Kami at 348-6688.
COFFEE TALK “Hello Dali” tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Gregg Triad
Dining Service. Snack attack begins at 7 p.m. and entertainment for
Coffee Talk begins at 7:30 p.m.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Sunday Cent Supper at 5 p.m. at the Wesley
Foundation (across from Lawson). “Cent” Supper for any students who
want to join us. At the semester’s end, the money goes to help the
hungry. Please let us know if you’re coming by Friday. 348-8191.
DELTA SIGMA PI Camping trip is tonight at 5 p.m. at Lake Shelbyville.
Meet at 9th street parking lot. Car Wash is Saturday from 10 a.m. -  3
p.m. at Super Walmart in Mattoon. Letter attire is requested. 
RHA Haunted House Committee meeting Sunday at 3 p.m. in Taylor
Lobby. All members please try to attend.
LIFESTYLES Pancake Dinner Sunday from 9 p.m. -  12 a.m. in
Lawson Lobby. Pancakes sold for $.25 each or 5 for $1.
BGC Rush today at 6:30 p.m. in the Grand Ball Room. Everyone is
invited to meet the men and women of Eastern’s Black Greek Council.
Call 581-3829 with questions.
APO Pledge meeting is Sunday at 8 p.m. and an Active meeting at 7
p.m.  in the Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union. 
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir rehearsal tonight at 6
p.m. in 013 Fine Arts Building. Last day to join the choir and pay dues. 
DELTA SIGMA PI Executive Board Retreat is Sunday at 9 p.m. in 34
Elliot.
DELTA SIGMA PI Community Service on Saturday from 11 a.m. -  1
p.m. in the North Park. National Adopt-A-Park Day.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend Masses will be held on 11
a.m. and 9 p.m. in Coleman Auditorium.
WESLEY FOUNDATION The Lighthouse is open for dancing, talking,
meeting friends etc. There is no cover charge and no age restriction if
you’re a student at EIU or Lake Land. Have fun TONIGHT!
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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SUZANNE HAMILTON, Happy 1
year anniversary. I love you!
Steve
_______________________9/26
ALPHA SIGMA TAU wishes
everyone good luck during world
series!
_______________________9/26
TRI-SIGMA: GET FIRED UP
FOR GREAT AMERICA!!
_______________________9/26
NICOLE NEUMANN OF TRI-
SIGMA Congratulations on
becoming Panhel’s first V.P. elect!
We’re so proud of you! Love,
Your sisters!
_______________________9/26
SARAH GOLEY OF TRI-SIGMA:
Congratulations on making Show
Choir! Love, your sisters!
_______________________9/26
TRI-SIGMA NEW MEMBERS:
Congratulations on receiving
another pearl! Keep it up!
_______________________9/26
Advertise, Advertise, Advertise, in
the Daily Eastern News Classified
Section.
____________________HA/OO
DELTA ZETA NEW MEMBERS-I
am so proud of all of you! Have a
great time at Barndance! Love,
Jamie!
_______________________9/26
GOOD LUCK TO THE SIG PI
WORLD SERIES TEAM. Let’s
win it again this year! Love, your
coaches!
_______________________9/26
GO TKE WORLD SERIES
TEAM! Your coaches are back
with a vengeance-Tau love,
Monica and Christa!
_______________________9/26
ERIN KRAATZ OF TRI SIGMA,
Just wanted you to know I haven’t
forgotten my middle child! Sigma
Love, Your big sis!
_______________________9/26
NICOLE NEUMANN OF TRI
SIGMA, Congrats on 1st VP
Elect! You rock! Sigma love,
Goley
_______________________9/26
DIANE LOWENTHAL OF TRI
SIGMA, I ’m so proud of you!
Sigma love, your big sis!
_______________________9/26
classifiedadvertisingThe Daily Eastern News
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Personals Personals
MIDTERM DEFICIENCY LETTERS In mid-October a letter will be sent
to each student who is receiving a D or F in one or more courses at
midterm. The letter will be addressed to residence halls for on-campus
students and to off-campus students to their local address. If a local
address is not available, the letter will be sent to the home address.
Students who need to update a local address must submit the address
change in writing to the Housing Office no later than Friday, October
10.–Dr. Charles M. Evans, Assistant Vice President for Academic
Affairs.
ED/ELE/MLE ADVISEMENT All Early Childhood, Elementary and
Middle Level Education majors planning to enroll in Spring 98 classes
or in student reaching are encouraged to attend an advisement ses-
sion to be held Friday, October 3, in the University Union Rathskeller
Balcony, from 1-1:30. In addition, advisers will have a limited number
of appointments available, especially for students new to the depart-
ment. Contact your adviser at International House, second floor, or by
E-mail. All upper division EC,ELE, and MLE classes must be wait list-
ed. Please do an inquiry with touchtone registration (581-6640) late in
Fall semester to verify your classes.–Carol Helwig, Chair.
CDS ADVISEMENT AND INFORMATION The Department of
Communication Disorders and Sciences will hold a Career Information
and Group Advisement Session on THURSDAY OCTOBER 9, 1997, in
room 201/202 of the Clinical Services Building. Freshmen and
Sophomores CDS majors should attend the 5:30 p.m. group meeting.
Junior and senior majors should attend the 6:30 p.m. group meeting.
Individual advisement sessions will follow each group meeting.
Students interested in CDS may call 581-2712 for more
information.–Robert M. Augustine, CDS Department Chair.
SPEECH-HEARING SCREENING A speech and hearing screening is
required for admission to Teacher education/teacher certification pro-
grams. Students who have not had a speech and hearing screening at
Eastern may call the Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic to make an
appointment (5810-2712). A $5 fee will be due at the time of the
screening.–Mary Anne Hanner, Clinic Director. 
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The art of surreal moviemaking has
been forgotten in the Hollywood of
today. Films that transcend reality like
Stanley Kubrick’s “A Clockwork
Orange” and Adrian Lyne’s “Jacob’s
Ladder” are just simply not made any-
more –  until now.
“The Game” (rated R for vulgarity
and violence) features Michael Douglas
in one of those roles that fits him like
a second skin. He plays ice-
cold investor Nicholas Van
Orton, a variation on the
corporate terror monger he
won an Oscar for portraying
in Ol iver Stone’s “Wal l
Street.”
As the film opens, Van Orton has a
lunch meeting with his estranged broth-
er Conrad (Sean Penn, in a rather small
role), who bestows upon Nick a very
unusual, but intriguing 48th birthday gift.
Nick is invited to participate in a
game staged by Consumer Recreation
Services (CRS), a corporation unheard
of by Van Orton. Conrad refuses to say
anything about the game except that it
changed his life when he played it in
London.
Reluctantly, Nick agrees to use his
brother’s gift and undergoes a number
of physical and mental tests to prepare
him for his game. CRS representative
Jim Feingold (slimy character actor
James Rebhorn) tel ls
N i c k
that
each client’s game
is custom-designed around his or
her personality and psyche.
And so begins a top-notch thriller in
which Nick learns about his fears and
weaknesses as he is shot at, left for dead
and misinformed by just about everyone
he meets. Along the way, he develops a
relat ionship with a woman named
Christine (little-known actress Deborah
Kara Unger), who may or may not be
able to help him.
This f i lm confirms director David
Fincher as a major talent. A former
music-video director, Finch entered the
movie world with the underrated “Alien
3” and made a lasting impression with
the cr ime drama
“Seven .”
J u s t
l ike its predeces-
sors, “The Game” creates a dark,
unsettling mood through photography
and art direction.
To complement Fincher’s style, cine-
matographer Harris Savides provides a
cold,  hard-edged environment that
matches Douglas’ character and the
tone of the film.
The script by John Brancato and
Michael Ferris provides a real sense of
terror and confusion and delves into
surrealism as Van Orton is forced to
confront his inner turmoil over the
death of his father and ask himself if all
that he sees is really happening to him.
If anything about “The Game” is dis-
appointing, it’s the amount time that
Penn, who was Oscar nomi-
nated for “Dead Man
Walking,” spends on screen –
hardly any. His absence, for-
tunately, is more than com-
pensated for by Douglas,
who just might get another
Oscar nomination under his belt.
“The Game” is one of the best films
of 1997 thus far, and I implore you to
not give away the shocking ending to
those who haven’t seen it (even though
you’ll be tempted to).
“The Game”
★ ★ ★ ★
by sean stangland
Staff writer
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New Murmurs CD ‘Thousand Acres’ reaps impres-
Despite often simple lyrics, and
a rather weak rhythm section, The
Murmurs (Heather Grody and
Leisha Haley) came together to put
out an album that’s not all bad.
The Murmurs’ new album,
“Pristine Smut,” is jam-packed
with many different musical gen-
res. Music hinging on band mem-
bers’ relationships ranges from
rock to alternative – even to coun-
try and acoustic. This musical vari-
ety really gives the CD a colorful
taste.
The CD’s opening two songs,
“Big Talker” and “I’m a Mess,”
are definitely a couple of the best.
These two songs, produced by kd
lang, are no doubt the loudest.
While “Big Talker” is one of eight
songs to revolve around relation-
ships, “I’m a Mess” embodies the
overly simple lyrics present on this
CD. The song simply gives Grody
a podium to stand on and feel sorry
for herself. In the end, though,
great vocals overcome the whining
to make a good song.
“Underdog” is one of the
album’s pure pop songs. With a
sound similar to that of older surf
guitar, the song contains a beat to
which your foot will start tapping
with a mind of its own.
Finally, “Squeeze Box Days”
offers a pleasant change of pace.
First off, it is one of only two
songs on the CD that has even
remotely interesting lyrics. But
more importantly, the somber
sound of the guitar really gives the
listener an idea of the sad and mys-
terious state of the relationship in
the song. Producer Larry Klein
also does an excellent job arrang-
ing the string section in the song’s
background. The string section and
once again excellent vocals com-
bine to make this song one of the
album’s surprisingly better tunes.  
But don’t be fooled, the CD isn’t
all good. Klein’s tunes “Country
Song” and “About Nothin” are far
beyond repair. 
“Sleepless Commotion” show-
cases the album’s best lyrics, but
not much more.  The song tells of a
terribly abusive relationship that
ultimately can’t be saved.
Ultimately though, it’s the song
itself that can’t be saved. 
Overall, the CD actually has
potential. Some songs are very
close to being listenable. Songs
like “Genius” and “Don’t Lie”
were among the closest. The songs
on this CD were often too short (11
songs in only 36 minutes) and
stood only a spark away from
igniting my interest.
The Murmurs’ sound (reminis-
cent of Liz Phair, Letters to Cleo
and Belly) really isn’t bad. And
neither is their new CD “Pristine
Smut.” In fact, excellent vocals
and five rocking tunes combine to
make this album a pretty good one. 
“Pristine Smut”
The Murmurs
★★
Jane Smiley’s celebrated novel
“A Thousand Acres” details a land
war between a farmer and his
three daughters and the psycho-
logical damage exhumed by the
familial hostilities. 
As narrated by the eldest sister,
Ginny, the story never seems to
stop twisting and turning with
shocking revelations and develop-
ments. In summary, the plot may
seem soap opera-ish and melodra-
matic, but Smiley’s subtle writing
prevents that by tempering the
extremities with a searingly honest
narrative voice. Jocelyn
Moorhouse’s film is lucky to have
Jessica Lange providing that same
grounding.
Larry Cook (a surprisingly will-
conceived turn by Jason Robards)
has decided to turn his farm, the
“thousand acres” of the title, over
to his daughters, but circum-
stances and mental imbalance
change his mind after the papers
have been signed. 
Larry and his youngest daughter,
Carolyn (Jennifer Jason Leigh), take
legal action to reclaim the land
from his eldest, Ginny (Lange) and
the middle sister, the fierce and
willful Rose (Michelle Pfieffer). 
In the midst of this we have
extra-marital affairs, breast cancer,
public humiliations, miscellaneous
tragedies and a terrible secret
from the past.
Ginny is one of the best perfor-
mances of Lange’s career — and
no small feat. Ginny is a sub-
servient, blissful optimist. She hikes
the 10 minutes to Larry’s house
every morning to make him break-
fast and patches things up when
people get into tiffs. 
As Ginny’s illusion of security
and place starts to unravel, Lange
conveys it with dignity and com-
passion. She is never condescend-
ing to the character and Ginny
never comes across as simply a
fool. Lange plumbs the 40-some
years of life from a passive charac-
ter without resulting to false dra-
matics.
In fact, all of the acting is impres-
sive. However, Pfieffer was a little
stagy at times and could have
rounded her character from the
rather rigid mold she seemed to
spring her from. But overall, she
was very effective as well. 
The males (the husbands, lovers
and neighbors) were not given a
large role in the script, but the
actors (Keith Carradine, Pat
Hingle, Kevin Anderson and Colin
Firth) played their parts as fully
realized people.
Another exceptional aspect of
the film is that it creates a very real
and tangible sense of place. It is
certainly rare to see a film that has
a rural setting and somehow one
would think Hollywood was inca-
pable of properly representing it. 
The details of living in the coun-
try are ever present but never
belabored, from the car graveyard
in the woods to the glimpse of
orange tap water. The photogra-
phy of Tak Fujimoto is similar in its
unostentatiousness and intel-
ligence. 
The clumsiness of the opening
and closing of the film keep it from
achieving the power of the novel,
though. 
The screenwriter, Laura Jones,
and Moorhouse can’t seem to
introduce the characters or story
without resorting to that rarely
artful standby of the literary adap-
tor — the voice-over narration. 
It disappears in the middle of
the film and the conceit is com-
pletely abandoned as we see
events that Ginny doesn’t, but it
returns at the end where the film-
makers again appear to be unsure
of themselves, trying to strike the
right emotional chords for a con-
clusion. 
Moorhouse is not quite in the
same league as some of her fellow
Aussie femme directors. She
doesn’t have the vision of Jane
Campion or the intuition and
empathy of Gillian Armstrong, but
that’s not to say she’s imcompe-
tent.
Perhaps the translation of the
material could have used a bit
more vision or intuition, but the
film is far from a bust. It has
moments where it’s running on all
cylinders, where the performances
and the story connect with such a
force that the book ending mis-
steps seem to fade away and we
are convinced that we are witness-
ing an accurate display of the
human condition, of truth.
“A Thousand Acres”
★★★
by geoff cougill
Staff writerby jim ryanStaff writer
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FALL SAVINGS
PRICES EFFECTIVE
September
26 - 27- 28
Floral Department!
Check out the Flowers in 
our Garden!
Wide Assortment of 
Blooming Plants for any occa-
sion!
WE CARE!
Quality is our Guarantee
Everything you need to make chili, for all those fall chills
Flavorite
Tomato Juice
46 oz. can
77 ¢
Frito Lay Brand
Crackers
8 pk
2/$300
All Sizes of
Ground
Chuck
$127per lb.
Nabisco 
Saltine 
Crackers
Reg. or unsalted
97¢
Jumbo Yellow Sweet
Spanish Onions 37¢per lb.
one lb.
box
